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j 1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUNDI
The U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development, and Engineering Center (ERDEC) is

*ischeduling a long term respiratory protection development program for an Advanced Individual

Protection System (AIPS). The program is designed to provide a high level respiratory protection

system for the year 2020 and beyond. The primary goal of the program is to provide individuals with

I' enhanced protection and performance while wearing respiratory protection. A technology workshop

conducted for the Respiratory Protection System 21 (RESPO 21) identified many of the technology

areas that needed to be investigated.(') In order to orient early research activities, a more detailed

investigation into technology areas relatW to respiratory protection was needed.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task was to identify, collect data and evaluate technologies that, in the

future, will provide enhanced protection and performance for an AIPS. The evaluation assesses the

long term expectations of these technologies, identifies research and equipment needed to mature thc.se

I technologies, and provides a concept sketch of an AIPS incorporating several of the more promising

technologies. This document will also serve as a tecluiiology base for future developmental programs

to improve aspects of th& respiratory protection system.

• I1
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-I2.0 APPROACH

The evaluation began with an initial list of technologies developed from the IPE design

workshop for RESPO 21, the Respiratory Protection Equipment Front End Analysis,(2 ) and input

from the client.(3 ) The list was iteratively updated from the following sources.

1 * input from Battelle's technical staff who specialize in technology areas related to Ali'S

0 contact with national labs, academia, and government R & D facilities

I * literature searching

U The literature searches continued as new technologies were identified. The technology evaluation and

selection began upon completion of the literature searches. Figure 1 shows the overall approach of

the project. Sections 2.1 through 2.3 discuss the data gathering process in more detail. Sections 2.4

and 2.5 discuss the technology evaluation and selection process.

2.1 TECHNOLOGY AREAS

In order to organize literature searching and contact with researchers, technologies were

categorized into the following general areas:

0 respiratory protection

- thermal management

3 * vision/optics

communicatio,:-i

* system controis

The most important te%4inology area of the evaluation was respiratory protection. However, since

techinologies in the other areas will significantly impact the design uf a respiratory protective system,

all tchnology areas were researched with an equal level of effort.

I2
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Figure 1. Approach
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2.2 TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY CONTACT

Various government laboratories, academia and industrial research facil-ties were contacted in

efforts to identify new technologies, identify other points of rontact (POC's) and gather information

on technologies applicable to AIPS. Government directories and federal lab locator services were

3 used to identify key POC's. We a.so contacted organizations outside the military that we felt would

be involved with individual protection and life support equipment development, such as space

explormic.n, underwater research, and medical research. Militaiy organizations were contacted on a

limited basis to confirm their specific areas of interest and to preent duplication of research efforts.

A list containing names, addresses, and phone numbers of ail organizations contacted during

I the evaluation is presented in Appendix A, which also includes Battelle's contacts and POC's not

cnntatted for political reasons. Early in the projct, contact with the technology research community

I I was not as fruitful as we had anticipated, however substantial enough to enable us to identify key

researchers within the various technology areas, who, later in the project assisted with identifying

I needs for developing technologies.

In addition to telephonic data gathering, the following visits were made to acquire information

I- on AIPS related technologies.

1. Hines VA Hospital Rehabilitation R&D Center, Hines, Illinois

POC: Dr. John Trimble

TOPICS: * virtual reality
* voice recognition
* 3-D audio
* ultrasonic sensing
* video graphics

2. Soldier as a System Symposium/Exposition

ii !POC: Carol Fitzgerald (NRDEC)

TOPICS: 9 helmet mounted displays
* IR/thermal imaging
* microclimate cooling

*4



P' ": Tom HaferiDick Urban (DARPA)

'I uliCS: * helmet mounted displays
* voice recognition (for security)
* liquid crystal displays
* multimedia communications

POC: James Schoening (CECOM)

TOPICS: * pocket-sized computing
* global positioning systems
* helmet mounted displays
e future communications

POC: Selma Nawrocki (BRDEC)

TOPICS: o individual power
* batteries/engines/fuel cel!s

POC: Wes Goodwin (NRDEC)

TOPICS: * microclimate cooling
e vapor compression cycles
e individual power

2.3 LITERATURE SEARCHES

The literature searches began by reviewing Battelle in-house sources for useful reports. This

included a library developed to support a mask database Battelle operated databases and information

sources were also searched for overview/future planning information. These sources include the

Chemical Warfare/Chemical and Biological Defense Information Analysis Center (CBIAC) and

Tactical Technology (TACTEC) informatiun center. These sources were not searched for specific

technologies since the type of technology information we were interested in is best found through

basic research type journals and science oriented databases (contained in DIALOG).

Prior to starting the searches fez basic technology information, the Defense -technical

Information Center (DTIC), CBIAC, TACTEC, and DIALOG (NTIS and COMPENDEX) databases

were searched using combinations of the following keywords: future, advanced, individual,

protection, clothing, battlefield, military, space, and medical. These searches did not yield many

"hits" but did identify repoltsc on state-of-the-art technologies, which aided in establishing a data base

for clear distinction between "current" and "future" technologies.

5



Online literature searchic were completcd through DIALOG. Specific files contained in tile

DIALOG database and the technology areas searched are shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. DIALOG Database Searches

DIALOG FILES
TECHNOLOGY AREA 4 8 161 233 238 636

Respirator), Prcotection X X 1 X

Thermal Management - X X X

Vision/Optics X X X X X

Communications X X X X

System Con:rols J-X X X X

4: INSPEC 233: MICROCOMPUTER INDEX
8: COMPENDEX 238: ROBOTICS/ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
161: NIOSHTIC 636: SCIENCE NEWSLETTER

These files were selected from a DIALOG directory due to their broad science, engineering, and

technical content. The following databases were searched for respiratory protection and thermal

management technologies only.

*s Health and Safety Science Abstracts (HSSA)
• Commerce Business Daily (CBD)
* World Patents Index (WPI)
* NASA RECON

Appendix B contains brief descriptions of databases searched for AIPS technologies.

We conducted technology searches first using broad terms then using specific technologies,

with the following search strategy. For the broad searches, the entire text within a database was

searched using words shown in the left columns of Tables 2-2 to Table 2-6. When necessary, the

number of hits were reduced by specifying where words occurred in the database (i.e. abstract, title,

within two words of each other, etc.). Generic terms were added to reduce the number of hits to a

6



manageable level (as needed). The specific technology searches were conducted in a similar manner

using the technologies shown in the right hand columns. The tollowing words were used to limit the

number of hits per technology to approximately 25: futurS, advanc$, and simulat$. All database

searches were limited to the past five years.

In addition to computer assisted database searching, we conducted manual literature searches of

common research, science, and engineering journals. The following journals were reviewed for

articles that may not have been identified by the database searches.

Artificial Intelligence
Aviation Space and Environmental Medicine
Aviation Week and Space Technology
Design Facts
Design News
Heat Transfer Engineering
IEEE Proceedings and Journals
International Journal of Robotics Research
Journal of Imaging Science and Technology
Laser Focus World
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Medical Equipment Designer
Optical Engineering
Optics and Laser Technology

The table of contents of volumes within the past two years were reviewed for applicable articles.

Table 2-2. Searches on Respiratory Protection Technologies

Broad 3 Specific

Oxygen Generation Oxygen Rebreathing
Life Support Oxygen Generation from:

Carbon Dioxide
Water (vapor)
Electrolysis
Plant/Algae

Bioregenerative Support System
Respirat$ Hyperthermal Atomic Oxygen Generation
Oxygen$ Surrogate Lungs

Hemosponges
Thermo Electric Conversion with Ion Conductors
Controlled Ecological Life Support System
Artificial Gills
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Table 2-3. Searches on Thermal Management Technologies

NI Broad J Specific

Air Cooling Microenvironmental Heating or Cooling
Liquid Cooling Free Piston Method for Microclimate Cooling (MCC)
Liquid Heat Sink Man-portable Microclimate Conditioning
Convective Heat Removal Circuit Coolant
Conductive Heat Removal Ice Water-Cooled Vest

Environment$ Phase-Change Materials

Environ t Radioactive Heat Removal (Cold-Plate)
II Controls Heat Pipes

SCools Thermoelectricity

It Table 2-4. Searches on Vision/Optlzs Technologiess

Broad Specific

Three Dimensional Image Intensifier Tubes
Computer Scanning Head Mounted Displays
Circuit Model of Human Retina Scanning Mirrors
Photo Detector and Motion Intelligent Photosensors
Map Processing 3-D Imaging
Analog Processing Geometric ReasoningNeural Networks Virtual Rea!ity/Display

Optical Sensor Cyberspace
Target Acquisition Electro-Chromic Polymers
SOptics Stereo Vision

tis$ Liquid Crystal Displays
iVis$ Fiber Sensors

Adaptive Resonant Architecture
Charge Coupled Devicesii Bistatic Radar
Human Radiation

I8
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Table 2-5. Searches on Communication Technologies

Broad Specific

Scanning Technology (Compute'- Voice Recognition
Analog to Digital Data Coivzrsion Binaural Hearing
Communication Networks Binaural Headphones
Acoustic Sensors Wireless LAN
3-D Audio System Modulated Laser Light
Infrared (IR) Transmission Audio Digitization

Cormunic$
Aud$
Hear$

Table 2-6. Searches on System Control Technologies

Broad Specific

Microelectronics Data Processing
Ultrasonic Devices Neural Networks
Miniature Computer Screens Optoelectronics
Micromachining Fuzzy Logic
Artificial Intelligence Object Processing

Controls
Systems

2.4 AIPS REOUIREMENTS

In future contingency operations, initially deployed forces may be small in number and, at least

at first, not fully supported by heavy forces. The effectiveness of these initially deployed troops must

be enhanced by every means that technology can provide. Even with continuing technological

progress, the operation of every Army system will continue to involve the human. No matter how

sophisticated the operation of a system, human control will remain essential. Also, human

interpretation of information will continue to be a major factor in system performance. Because the

individual soldier in the future will be asked do more, and to do it with more complex systems,

enhanced protection and performance will become more important than ever.

9
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I

With the Army's recent emphasis on treating the individual soldier as a system, as outlined in

the Army's STAR 21 report,('• care must be taken in considering technologies which ensure that the

following conditions can be met:
3 * The functions and data required for each subsystem within the entire system are

available from other subsyf.tems of from outside the system.

0 All internal and external interfaces operate correctly.

- The system can function correctly in its likely environments without interference to or
!1 from other subsystems.

0 Failure of subsystems will not result in failure of the soldier's entire system and will not
critically affect the soldiers ability to execute the mission at hand.

*1 Natick Research, Development, and Engineering Center (NRDEC) is leading an effort that

demonstrates the "soldier as a system" concept: Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE),

which consists of thee major subsystems of the SIPE: integrated headgear, advanced clothing, and

microclimate conditioning/power.(5"8) An Advanced Technology Demonstration (ATD) is underway

to demonstrate the modular concept and integration of subsystems. The objective of the SIPE

program is to develop, fabricate, and demonstrate an integrated, modular, head-to-toe individual

- fighting system which will afford improved combat effectiveness while providing the individual

-" soldier balanced protection against multiple battlefield hazards. SIPE will integrate state-of-the-art

technologies to improve lethality, command and control, mobility, survivability, and sustainment.

The SIPE ATD will support 6.3b development of the Block 1 (next generation) system: The

Enhanced Integrated Soldier System (TEISS). TEISS, like SIPE, is a modular head-to-toe fighting

system designed to balance mission performance and protection by viewing the soldier as a total

system. TEISS will transfer those technologies and capabilities successfully demonstrated in the SIPE

ATD, into full scale development. The major components of TEISS for the individual ground soldier

"are: an advanced clothing subsystem, integrated headgear system, individual soldier computer, and

objective family of small arms. TEISS's 6.3b development will commence FY94, 6.4 development

FY97, and fielding FY99.(9)

10



Technologies being considered for the SIPE/TEISS are near-term, developmental technologies

that meet current Army requirements. Technologies for AIPS will need to meet future requirements,

which have not been established because battlefield threats in the year 2020 are unknown at this time.

Thus, evaluating AIPS' technologies against today's requirements is not practical. However, general

performance criteria can be used as guidelines for selecting various technologies, as presented below.

Long-range integrated systems such as AIPS must consider NBC protection and interface re-

quirements with battlefield hardware. This planning must consider:

* IPE Integration Strategies
• System Integration
"* Modular Design Techniques
, Environmental and Operational Adaptability
.- * Performance Enhancement
* Multiple Threat Protection
* Miniaturized and Lightweight Components
* Low Power Consumption
* Minimization of Physiological/psychological Burden
* Producibility/Manufacturability

Specific issues associated with each AIPS technology area are shown in Table 2-7. The respiratory

protection equipment FEA overview, RESPO 21 design goals, and SIPE design goals were used to

develop these selection guideline criteria.

11
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Table 2-7. AIPS Technology Selection Guidelines

" -[ Technology Area Issues

Respiratory Protection Duration of operation
Unknown threat
Breathing resistance
Moisture control

Thermal Management Degradation in performance (physiology/psychology)
Heating and cooling for comfort
Heat signatures
Skin contact hazards

Vision/Optics Eye protection
Field of view
"Enhanced vision in multiple environments
Real time image processing
Identification of friend or foe

Communications Networking as well as immediate surroundings
Directional sensing (positioning)
Range detection
Auditory protection

System Controls Integration of subsystems
Data processing limitations
User and, sensnr feedback
Electromagnetic interference
Heat and noise signatures (power source)
Cooling of microelectronics

2.5 TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS

Technologies considered applicable for AIPS were analyzed for future applications, current

limitations, and developmental risk. A valid quantitative comparison between technologies was not

possible because of variations in technology parameters, potential applications, research needs, and

stages of development associated with each technology. Thus, a more subjective analysis was used to

12
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* assess the risk of developmental technologies. The matrix presented in Table 2-8 defines the levels

(low, medium, and high) of risk for specific time frames (near, mid, far) of development. For this

evaluation, development time refers to the amount of time needed to mature a technology for

* impleme- ation with an AIPS. A comparative discussion of technologies is presented later in

Section 4.0.

Table 2-8. General Technical Risk Guid.-lines

To Full Scale I Low Risk I Medium Risk 1 High Risk
[Development I _______ __I-J

Far-Tenm Technology well Technology new but Theory not fully
(> 15 Years) understood. Proof of understood. Early understood or

principle experiments hold developed. Basic
demonstrated, but some promise. research being
application concept Significant conducted.
definition and engineering effort
complete system needed.

_________________engineering required. _________

Mid-Term Technology Technology has been Proof of principle
(6-15 Years) established, partially tested. demonstrated only

Application concept Application concept in part. Application
defined and proof of needs further concept needs
principle successful. definition, further definition.
Engineering required. Engineering and

productivity issues
not defined.

Near-Term Technology Proof of principle Proof of principle
(0-5 Years) applications exist in demonstrated. demonstrated.

some systems. Engineering solutions Concepts to apply
Component to design and technology defined,
application proven, producibility but not tested.
but integration uncertainties Major engineering
required. identified. needed.
Producibility proven. __________

13



3.0 DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGIES

This section lists and describes specific technologies identified during the evaluation.

Subsections are organized according to the five major technology areas discussed in section 2. 1. A

summary table at the beginning of each of th,: five subsections lists and briefly describes technologies

discussed within that section. The table also identifies how each technology was treazed during the

evaluation. Several technologies within each technology area were not considered in the evaluation,

because they are being researched under other military programs. A few technologies were

impractical for AIPS application, thus were not considered in the evaluation, but are described briefly

at the end of each technology area subsection. Each technology area has a separate reference list

contained in Appendix C. For convenience, references were letter-coded as follows:

R - respiratory protection
T - thermal management
V - vision/optics
C - communications
S -system controls

Figures and diagrams used to describe technologies are contained in Appendix D.

3.1 RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

Current methods of respiratory protection utilize technology that has been around since the
1950's. Today's respiratory protection devices can be grouped into the following: air purifying,

j supplied-air, and the self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA). Air purifying devices remove

contaminants from the air mechanically (particulate filters), chemically (gas filters), or a combination

of these. Supplied air devices deliver "breathable" air from a clean air source through a hose to the

wearer. There are two common types of SCBA's: compressed air open-circuit and closed-circuit

rebreathers. The fundamental differences between the two are discussed briefly below.

In open-circuit models, compressed air is cardied in a tank and delivered to the user either on

demand or in a "positive pressure" manner. The "positive pressure" ensures that any leakage will be

out of the system to the atmosphere, and will not allow contaminants to leak into the system. The

exhaled air in the open-circuit system is vented to the atmosphere. In closed-circuit SCBA's, exhaled

14



air is processed to remove carbon dioxide, then mixed with compressed oxygen for recirculation.

7 .. .Closd-circuit SCBA's are often referred to as "rebreathers".

Respiratory protection technologies identified during this evaluation are shown in Table 3-1 and

described in the following subsections. Traditional oxygen supply technologies were not investigated

because they are already well established. Advancements in this area that would benefit AIPS include

decreasing storage tank size/weight and increasing their supply time. Novel oxygen storage methods

and various oxygen generation technologies are described.

Table 3-1. Summary of Respiratory Protection Technologies

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Not Considered' Pressurization Maintaining an overpressure within the mask.

Automatic Valving Assisted breathing to reduce/eliminate inhalation
and exhalation resistances. Various mechanisms
operate on changes in pressure, relative

_ _ _ _ _ humidity, or temperature.

"Pressure Sensors used for automatic valving or
Microsensors pressurization.

Vapor Scavenging Rather than a single exhaust valve, have multiple
"_ _ _ _ _ _ ports around the mask.

Conformable Fluid filled bladders between the mask and face.
Bladders

CO2 Absorption Filtering exhaled CO2 for oxygen re-use
_ __-_ (commonly referred to as CO2 "scrubbers").

I Considered Oxygen Storage Pure oxygen is compressed to 6000 psi in special
(High Pressure or tanks, or cryogenically stored at -297"F in an
Cryogenic) insulated tank. Both utilize a rebreather system.

Oxygen Rebreathing A closed circuit system in which exhaled CO2 is
either removed or reacted with an agent to
produce 02 then mixed with fresh 02 for
recirculation.

Oxygen Generation (Exhaled) air containing CO2 reacts with a
from CO2 using oxygen generating agent (such as potassium

-_Superoxides superoxide).

* /
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_TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTIONI.,
Considered Oxygen Generation Pressurized C02 is heated, passed over an

from CO 2 using electrode, and separated into oxygen.
--*•-i-• N Electrolysis

Oxygen Generation Solid oxide or electrochemical electrolytes are

from Water (Vapor) used to disassociate H20 vapor in the atmosphere
Electrolysis into oxygen and hydrogen.

Oxygen Generation Plants may be used in a bioregernerative support
-' from Plant/Algae system to generate oxygen, supply fresh food,

Growth and remove CO2.

- Impractical Artificial Gills Water flowing across micro-porous materials
such as polypropylene hollow fibers extract

* dissolved oxygen from the water and dissolves
excess CO2 into the water.

Oxygen Generation Oxygen is produced by electrolyzing water using
"from Water and ion exchange membrane.
Electrolysis__ __ _ _ _ _

* I Surrogate Lungs Hollow fibers described to extract oxygen from
_ _ _ _ the blood.

1 Technologies being researched under the RESPO 21 program.

3.1.1 Oxygen Storage

Description: Compressed oxygen is the primary closed oxygen source used today by those

who require long term respiratory protection, such as deep-sea divers, hazardous materials handlers,

and rescue workers. Oxygen is compressed to high pressures inside a storage tank, then delivered by

a pressure regulator, through a hose to the individual. Cryogenic and liquid oxygn storage are

processes of storing oxygen at extreme cold temperatures and very high pressures, respectively.

Although oxygen storage is not a new technology, current research indicates that storage tanks of the

future may be light and compact enough for integration with AIPS. Only the recen advancements in

m storage technologies are discussed here.

AnMlications: NASA has developed portable storage tanks that supply astron ats with oxygen

for seven to nine hoL. .. NASA is also currently developing a cryogenic oxygen stor ge unit which

"will store more oxygen in a smaller tank.3"I
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The high pressure storage tank occupies 0.57 cubic feet and stores three pounds of oxygen in

pure gaseous form at 6000 psi. The tank is made of a nicke-chromium alloy. The oxygen is at

ambient temperature and provides an astronaut seven to nine hours breathing protection. During the

seven to nine hour period an over-pressure is also added to the astronauts suit for protection in Lhe

space environment, so theoretically the total oxygen available could last as long as 24 hours.

The cryogenic oxygen storage unit under development occupies 0.096 cubic feet and stores 3.2

lb of oxygen at -297"F, providing approximately the same amount of oxygen as the high pressure

storage tank. Approximately one kilowatt of power may be required to bring the oxygen to its

cryogenic state. The "freezing" of the oxygen could be done on a mobile cryogenic oxygen

production unit which could be transported into the field. Oxygen could then be distributed to

individual soldiers. Power for refrigeration would be needed to maintain the oxygen at -297°F.

Proper insulation of the tank or cooling system could greatly reduce this power requirement. Dewar

vessels utilizing high-vacuum insulation or evacuated powder vessels are currently available and can

store cryogenic materials with losses of only 1.5% per day.(R2) One additional energy requirement is

warming the oxygen to a comfortable breathing temperature.

Advantages: Present oxygen storage technologies suggest that providing 24 hours of

respiratory protection is possible in the near-term. Oxygen storage technologies will require less

power for operation than many of the other technologies di:cus.ed in following sections. In the case

of gaseous oxygen storage, almost no electrical energy is required.

Cryogenic oxygen storage allows for large quantities of oxygen to be storea in a relatively

small volume. It is also possible that the cryogenic oxygen storage system may be integrated with the

cooling system of an AIPS. The cryogenic oxygen must be warmed before the wearer can inhale the

oxygen. Therefore, it may be possible to pass the oxygen through the individual's suit and/or helmet

to remove heat from the body while warming the oxygen to a breathable temperature. The extremely

cold oxygen might also be passed over thermoelectric chips to generate electricity (thermoelectricity is

discussed later in Section 3.2.4).

Limitations/Developmental Risk: The storage tank material available today are very expensive

alloys. For example, a seven inch spherical tank made of inconel-718, (nickel-chromium alloy) the

current material used, costs $20,000.(R) ThL cryogenic oxygen would have to be transported to the
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field by tanker trucks or be produced in the field using some type of mobile cryogenic factory,

increasing costs and logistics requirements. The storage of oxygen at extreme low temperatures

and/or high pressures presents possible hazards in handling and wear of the equipment. Additional

power may be required for cooling of the cryogenic oxygen.

The weight of storage tanks will need to be reduced and the supply of oxygen increased, while

I maintaining safe levels of durability. Breakthroughs in lightweight, high strength material

technologies are needed.

High pressure oxygen storage technology is near-term, low risk Cryogenic oxygen respiratory

technology is mid-term, medium risk. Both oxygen storage technologies may be applicable to an

3 AIPS of the future.

3.1.2 CO, Absorption

Although this existing technology was not investigated during this study (as indicated in Table

13-1), a brief description is included here because some of the technologies discussed below employ

carbon dioxide absorbers or "scrubbers". CO2 scrubbers are the most common method of removing

Ii carbon dioxide from the breathing air and have been used for decades. Thu scrubbers are generally

canisters with a granular CO2 absorbing chemical. Scrubbers used in the past include:

monoethanolamine and water (CO 2 gas is absorbed by the cool solution and ejected when heated),

granular lithium hydroxide, baralyme (barium hydroxide octalhydrate, calcium hydroxide, and

potassium hydroxide) , and sodasorb (sodalime). CO2 scrubbing canisters currently used in individual

systems are limited to 2-4 hours.(U-RIO)

3.1.3 Oxygen Rebreathing

Description: Rebreathers are typically closed-circuit systems in which CO2 is removed from

3I exhaled air and then mixed with fresh 02 for recycled breathing. Most rebreathers utilize one of

three types of oxygen sources: chemical oxygen generation (discussed later in Section 3.1.4.1),

3• compressed oxygen, or mixed gas. Exhaled air is passed over some type of CO2 scrubber or reacted

".o1
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with an oxygen-generating agent to remove excess CO 2 and then is recycled into the breathable air.

Figures D-l through D-3 show several types of rebreathers available today.

Applications: The EX-19 Underwater Bteathing Apparatus (UBA) was designed by engineers

from the Institute of Diving. It consists of a lightweight backpack, full face mask, and a chest-

mounted, dual breathing-bag system with pressure regulated gas addition. The UBA has a built-in

microprocessor, which senses the amount of oxygen left in the closed loop system after the CO 2

reai.don, then adds the required amount of make-up oxygen.(RIIRl 2 )

Ottestad Breathing System Inc. (Norway) has developed a prototype lung powered

rebreather/scrubber that uses sodalinme as the scrubber material for emergency situations occurring in

diving befis. Testing indicates that the scrubber should endure for at least 24 hours in an ernergen:y
situation. (R13)

A self-contained closed-circuit oxygen-generation breathing apparatus has been patented in the

U.S. (4,817,597). The apparatus was tested using 400 grams of potassium superoxide as the oxygen-

generating agent for a period of 30 minutes, which equates to approximately 42 pounds of agent

needed for 24 hours of uninterrupted breathing.(R1 4)

Various SCBA's employing the rebreathing technology are described in references R6-R14.

Advantages: Recycling exhaled air back into the original oxygen source reduces waste and

extends the time a fixed oxygen supply may be used. The advantage of using an oxygen-generating

agent such as potassium superoxide is that additional oxygen is produced while the carbon dioxide is

removed. An auxiliary CO2 sorbent may be necessary, though, to control levels of CO2.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Current limitations include the amounts of oxygen, oxygell-

generating material, or CO2 removal agent that can be carried. The storage and disposal of these

agents is another consideration which may need to be addressing. Also, the temperature of

rebreathed, oxygen-generated air increases with time; therefore, some type of cooling must exist for

rebreathing apparatus worn for a long period of time. The oxygen rebreathing technology is near-

term and low-risk.
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3.1.4 02'gen Generation (OG)

Oxygen generation is the process by which 0, is produced from one or more compounds

containing a form of oxygen. Three of the processes for conversion to 0, of specific interest include:

chemical, as in potassium superoxide reacting with CO,; electrical, in electrolysis of water vapor; and

biological, as in plant/algae growth for O, production. Oxygen generation technologies employing

these processes are discussed below.

3 ,1,4.1 OG from COZ using Superoxides

Description: Chemically produced oxygen is generated from exhaled CO 2 and moisture

reacted with an oxygen-generating agent, such as potassium superoxide (KO,) or sodium peroxide

(Na2 O2 ).

Applications: As mentioned in section 3.1.2 (02 Rebreathing), a self-contained oxygen-

generation breathing apparatus has been patented in the U.S. (4,817,597) which uses potassium

superoxide to react with exhaled CO2 and moisture to produce fresh 0 2.(R14) Table 3-2 lists various

"superoxides and their capability of producing oxygen and/or removing carbon dioxide.(RIs)

Table 3-2. Summary of Potential Properties
of Some Potential Inorganic Air Revitalization Chemicals

Lbs of 02 Lbs of C02
Produced per lb Scrubbed per of

Compound Formula of Compound of Compound

Lithium Superoxide LiO2  0.61 0.56

Sodium Superoxide NaO2 0.43 0.40

Potassium Superoxide K02 0.34 0.31

Calcium Superoxide Ca(02)2  0.46 0.42

Sodium Chlorate (Candles) NaCIl3 0.40 None

Lithium Perchlorate (Candles) LiCI0 4  0.60 None

Hydrogen Peroxide ,H202 0.47 None

Lithium Peroxide Li20A 0.35 0.96

"Hydrogen Superoxide H204 0.73 None
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Advantages: A closed-circuit breathing system in which exhaled CO2 is replaced by fresh 02.

Only seven pounds of agent, as opposed to a forty pound 02 sLorage tank, are needed for four hours

of breathing protection.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: The C0 2-agent reaction is exothermic which causes the

oxygen enriched gas from the oxygen-generating agent canister to be at a high temperature (up to

100*C after prolonged use). Thus, cooling of the discharged gas is necessary before human

inhalation can take place. The U.S. patent mentioned above, presents a solution to reduce the

inhalation temperature of the generated oxygen to approximately 40"C (after a period of 30 minutes),

which is below the upper human comfort limit temperature of 52"C for gas with this moisture

content. Cooling will be needed for extended use of oxygen-generating agents in a closed system.

Supply, replacement, and disposal of the oxygen-generating agent should also be considered.

Research has been conducted on using superoxides since the early 60's, so a wealth of data exists on

different chemicals and their characteristics. The problem has been in developing an application

which is safe, reliable, and applicable to extended individual protection. Advancements in oxygen-

generating agents (perhaps synthetic) are needed. Chemical oxygen-generating agent technology is

near-term, low risk.

1.1.4.2 OG from CO2 Usine Electrolysis

Description: Oxygen is generated by compressing C0 2, heating it to approximateiy 1000°C,

Pnd then passing the gas over a zirconia electrolyte to separate the oxygen.

A~plications: Oxygen generation from CO2 electrolysis is being studied primarily for use in

space applications. As a result, NASA is a major researcher in the field. Current studies are aimed

at using the atmospheric CO2 found on Mars for oxygen generation (see Figure D-4).

Current research is being conducted at the NASA Space Engineering Research Center,

"University of Arizona. A developmental oxygen generation plant is being studied for use in a

Martian space site. Pure carbon dioxide, procured from a commercial gas vendor, is currently being

used to simulate the 95.3% CO2 atmosphere on Mars. A cylindrical, solid zirconia electrolytic cell is

used to produce 02 from the CO 2. The cell is housed within a stainless steel tube. A conductive

layer of platinum is painted over the cell wall.(RI6RI9 )
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Several zirconia electrolyte units have been developed. The first unit was twelve cubic feet,

"I weighed 110 pounds, and generated 0.1 kg 02/day. The unit has operated for 900 continuous hours

without failure. The second unit built was 1.5 cubic feet, weighed 40 pounds, and produced 0.1 kg

I1' of 02/day. A third unit is under development. It iL projected that an 02 plant weighing between 320-

430 pounds could produce 10 kg of oxygen a day.(R16)

. Efforts are underway to develop a unit with a volume of 0.1-0.2 cubic feet which will weigh

less than five pounds produce 0.067 kg 0 2/day. Approximately 200 watts of continuous power would

be needed.

I \, Advantages: A closed-circuit breathing system in which exhaled CO2 (or supplied C0 2) is

replaced by fresh 02. The duration of breathing protection provided would therefore be based on theUI
"* . "capabilities of the power supplies.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Current research is being directed towards large-scale plants

1 'for space applications, not personal-sized breathing devices. Approximately 30 of the (4 x 4 x 12)

inch cells would be needed to produce 2 kg O2/day. The Mars atmosphere in which the system is to

S "be used is 95.3 % CO2, whereas, human exhalation will contain large quantities of nitrogen and water

vapor which may affect the current electrolysis process. Also, not all of the CO2 could be

I i / ,electrolyzed in the short time that it passes over the electrode, so a scrubber would be necessary to

S / remove excess CO2. Current developmental systems require very high temperatures and large

I "amounts of power. Breakthroughs are needed in developing electrolytic cells that do not require so

much thermal energy. This technology for personal breathing protection is mid-term, medium risk.

3.1.4.3 OG from Water Vapor Electrolysis (WVE)
/

Descrintion: Water vapor in the atmosphere is passed through an electrolytic cell which

disassociates the 1120 molecule into oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen is then recycled back into the

atmosphere and the hydrogen is stored for use or disposal.

S /" Anlications: In support of NASA's research of life support systems for space exploration,

Life Systems Inc. Cleveland, Ohio, has developed and tested an oxygen-generating unit which uses

. 'electrolysis of H20 vapor in the atmosphere to produce oxygen. Figure D-5 shows the WVE concept

for spacecraft. The function of WVE is to generate a quantity of 02 for metabolic consumption and

I
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provide partial humidity control by removing water vapor from the crew atmosphere. Oxygen and

hydrogen are generated from the water vapor contained in an air stream flowing through an

electrochemical module consisting of a series of individual WVE electrochemical cells. Each cell

consists of two electrodes separated by a matrix containing an acidic electrolyte. Specific

electrochemical reactions are detailed in Figure D-6. Water vapor is drawn in to the anode side of

the unit and condensed into the phosphoric acid electrolyte. Electrical energy is supplied through the

cell which causes disassociation of the H20 into 02 and HI ions. The oxygen is returned from the

anode compartment to the air without moisture and the H' ions form gaseous H2 on the cathode side.

The unit developed by Life Systems produced a one-person level of 02 for 195 hours. The unit

weighed approximately 67 pounds, occupied 1.6 cubic feet, and produced 2.5-3.0 kg O2/day.

Approximately 600 watts of power was required to operate the system.f(R2)

Also in support of NASA's life support system development, Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA fabricated and conducted performance tests of a three-man solid

electrolyte CO2 electrolysis breadboard. Testing demonstrated that CO2 electrolysis in an oxygen

reclamation system for long duration space-based habitats is feasible. Closure of the oxygen system
/

loop (as with closed-circuit rebreathers) can be achieved by CO2 electrolysis. In a two step process,

metabolic CO2 and H2) vapor are electrolyzed into )2, H2, and CO. The CO can subsequently be

disproportioned into carbon and CO2 in a carbon disposition reactor and the CO2 in turn be recycled

and electrolyzed for total 02 recovery.(R21)

A patent has been obtained on an oxygen generator and air conditioner system which consists

of an electrolyzer for H 20 vapor and a chemical reactor using a solution of quick lime for removal of

CO2. Patents also exist for a solid oxide electrochemical oxygen generator which uses several

electrochemical cells in series with a porous oxygen electrode and a dense solid electrolyte.

Advantages: H20 vapor and CO2 are readily available sources for oxygen production in an

individual respiratory unit. Use of metabolic H20 vapor also acts as an air-conditioning system for

the environment, which would be ideal if the moisture could be drawn from inside the soldiers suit.

In the case of H20 vapor and CO2 electrolysis, both humie*"ty and excessi•,e CO2 levels are

maintained at low levels while fresh 02 is being produced. H2 produced from electrolyzing H20 may

possibly be used for electrical power generation (fuel cells).

Limitations/Developmental Risks: Heat generated by the electrolysis process must be vented to

the outside environment or internally cooled. Systems using only H20 vapo electrolysis will require

an auxiliary CO2 removal agent and disposal of unused H2, creating extra ing and disposal
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needs. Power will also be required for electrolysis. The size of the electrolysis units will need to be

reduced for application within an AIPS.

"WVE for AIPS is a mid-term, medium risk technology.

3.1.4.4 OG from Plant/Aleae Growth

Description: Research is being conducted in which bioregenerative systems use algae to

produce 02, and in some cases, remove CO2 from the environment. Various types of algae absorb

CO 2 and sunlight, thus producing biomass and 02. Experimentation with growing certain strains of

algae in an inert atmosphere have produced slightly different effects. Some types of algae will also

"split water into H2 and 02 when grown in an inert atmosphere. ( 22 "R6)

Applications: The majority of applications are developmental items in support of NASA's

Closed Ecological Life Support System (CELSS). Researchers have developed and implemented a

photobioreactor system to produce oxygen. Highlights of the system include an optical, internal, light

transmission system, gravity-independent gas-exchange, and an ultrafiltration unit. The fiber-optic

based optical transmission system illuminates the reactor internally and includes a light source which

] is external to the reactor, preventing heat generation problems. The prototype, using Chlorella

vulgaris as the media, was operated for two months in batch and continuous modes. Oxygen was

produced at a rate of 4-6 mole/L of the culture per hour under continuous operation.(R2 2)

A cultivation system has been developed by Japanese researchers for continuous production of

algae in a closed condition. Spirulina oscillatoria and Spirulina subsalsa are used in a liquid culture

medium for food production and gas exchange (oxygen being a product) in a CELSS. Tests were

* "done to demonstrate the system operating at various temperatures, pressures, and light conditions.

No technical 02 production data was presented.R 32

Researchers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oakridge, TN are experimenting with

"growing Chlamydomonas in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen, argon, and helium for conversion of

biomass into fuels. When grown in an inert atmosphere, the Chlamydomonas divert their

photosynthetic energy to split water into 02 and H2. R4)

Advantages: Various algae remove CO2 and H20 from the atmosphere while producing 02 in

return. Many algae exhibit properties of rapid growth, high utilization of C0 2, and survival in

varying conditions. Algae processes are regenerative, thereby increasing the possibilities of long-

" "duration oxygen supply from a single source.
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Limitations/Developmental Risk: Most of the research being conducted is for large scale

applications in space situations, so downsizing the process would be necessary for AIPS. Increasing

amounts of biomass, which must be disposed of, are created during the biogenerative process.

Hydrogen is another product which must be utilized or disposed of. A light source will be needed by

most algae for growth to occur. Researchers have not been able to "engineer" specific types of algae

easily, if at all, although advances in bioengineering of plants would assist the development of this

technology. The technology of using algae for 02 production for APIS is far-term and medium risk.

3.1.5 Impractical Respiratory Protection Technologies

Artificial Gills

Artificial gills are materials made of micro-porous fibers which extract dissolved 02 from water

when water flows over them. T7 "R29) Experiments have determined that animals, and even resting

humans can be kept alive, but with massive quantities of water needed. Figure D-8 shows two

artificial gills and test data for hamster breathing. The technology works, but water must be

continuously pumped over the gills to maintain proper 02 levels, making the technology inapplicable

to an individual protective system.

OG from Water usin2 Electrolysis

0

Electrolysis of water is being studied as a method of producing oxygen in a submarine or space

habitat. Figure D-9 is a schematic of the water electrolysis process. Like water vapor electrolysis

(discussed previously in Section 3.1.4.3), the technology is effective for producing 02. The

feasibility of using the electrolysis process at sea for replacement of oxygen storage has been

researched. (R3'R3 ) Electrolysis of water is not practical for individual respiratory protection because

of the need for a water supply source which would have to be carried by the individual soldier.

However, the fundamentals demonstrated in water electrolysis are similar to those for water vapor

electrolysis. Advancements in this technology could benefit WVE.
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Surrogate Lungs

1 Surrogate lungs, sometimes called "membrane oxygenators", are microporous hollow fiber

materials which extract oxygen from blood.(R32 ) Blood passes around the network of hollow fibers

and oxygen in the blood diffuses into the hollow fibers where it can be delivered. Applications are

* being developed for the medical field, primarily for surficial support. The technology parallels the

* artificial gill technology for extraction of oxygen from water, but blood is the supply of oxygen in

surrogate lung technology. Thus, surrogate lungs are not a viable research option for an AIPS.
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3.2 THERMAL MANAGEMENT

The battlefield of the future will introduce multiple unknown threats. If advancements in semi-

permeable protective clothing can't overcome these threats, protection for the individual soldier will

be provided by some type of impermeable, totally encapsulated system. In order for a soldier in

protective gear to perform mission operations in extreme environments, microenvironment

conditioning will be needed to assist in thermoregulating the human body. Perscnal heating and

cooling devices are readily available. Examples arc "electric" socks and cooling vests. However,

these items are too bulky for a combat soldier or require amounts of power that cannot be supplied to

the soldier.

Thermal management technologies identified during the evaluation are shown in Table 3-3.

Most of the technologies investigated prior to this evaluation are limited to• personal cooling. In the

past, cooling has been more critical than heating, due to high levels of heat stress imposed on

individuals wearing protective clothing. The most common form of personal cooling is microclimate

cooling (MCC), which in general was not investigated in this evaluation as to prevent duplication of

NRDEC's research efforts described in the MCC master planTOn. However, MCC applications are

discussed briefly because several technologies described here would employ MCC principles.

Truly "novel" thermal management technologies were not identified during this evaluation.

Technologies considered applicable to an AIPS have already been developed, but not yet fully

integrated with an individual cooling system: phase change materials, heat pipes, and

thermoelectricity. All these technologies could provide a means for transporting heat (or cold) away

from the human body.

There are general criteria for temperature control in near-contact with the body. The method

of cooling (or heating) must be flexible, nontoxic in the event of accidental contact, and maintain safe

levels of heat transfer. Typical skin surface temperature is about 85°F (29°C). In the presence of

very heat-conductive media (such as water), it is hazardous to risk exposure to the skin at

temperatures over 108*F (42 0C). Conversely, localized cooling below 45*F (7°C) may cause

discomfort, as in the case with the gel packs used for sports injury therapy.M)
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Table 3-3. Summary of Microenvironmental Conditioning Technologies

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-. _TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Not Considered Heat/Moisture Mon3filament fibers that move heat/sweat away from the
,U Absorbers' wearer via a "wicking" effect.

i Multipurpose Microporous membranes that have high moisture vapor
Laminates' transmission rates, yet still provide environmental

_7__. protection.

Environmental Miniature thermocouples, thermostats, and pressure
"" Microsensorsi sensors for monitoring environmental conditions.

SlMicroclimate Removal of heat from the body by circulating an ambient
ii'Cooling (MCC)2 , or conditioned fluid through an article of clothing worn

' close to the wearer's skin.

l ]Sonic Acoustic waves used to compress refrigerants.
EJ"_--___,___"_,___ Refrigeration 2

"* Considered Phase Change Materials that use latent heat of fusion for thermal
. -Materials management.

Heat Pipes Material that use latent heat of vaporization for thermal
-- _ _ management.

Thermoelectricity Heating, cooling, or power generation from materials with
S___i thermoelectric properties.

1 Technologies being researched under the RESPO 21 program.i 2 Technologies being researched under the SIPE program.

- 3.2.1 Microclimatc CoolinZ (MCC)

MCC provides the iechanical removal of heat from a soldier in a protective ensemble. An
IiMCC Front End Analysis A) was performed under the direction of the U.S. rmy that evaluated

", 'several cooling methods, including ambient air, conditioned air, conditioned liquid, and iced-based

, MCC units. These methods \f cooling and some of their applications are discussed below. Major

drawbacks of these system- i clude weight and volume of the units, portability, power, and limited

" . i duration of operation.
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3.2.1.1 Ambient Air MCC

An air cycle MCC backpack is under development at NRDEC, which uses ambient air as the

working fluid in a personal-sized heat pump. The design employs a high-speed centrifugal

compressor, expander, and heat exchanger in a backpack configuration. The major obstacle in such a

system is the weight of the compressor and the mctor which drives it. NRDEC's Soldier Integrated

Protection Ensemble (SIPE) program is demonstrating the use of an ambient air MCC unit.

3.2.1.2 Conditioned Air MCC

The conditioned air MCC unit uses pre-conditioned air rather than ambient air as the working

fluid. An example is the air cooling system used by combat vehicle crew (CVC) personnel, which

consists of a vehicles air conditioning (AC) system connected to air distribution vests via flexible

tubing. The AC system uses a vapor compression unit with R-12 refrigerant, and is housed within the

crew compartment, as opposed to being carried by the individual. The vests have two air distribution

manifolds, one on the chest and another on the back.

3.2.1.3 Conditioned Liquid MCC

Conditioned liquid MCC units use a setup similar to the air MCCs with the exception that a

liquid (e.g. water and glycol mixture) is used as the working fluid. A liquid cooler (vapor

- compression/R-12 unit) is used to condition the working fluid, which is then recirculated through a

" * close-fitting torso vest containing lengths of plastic tubing.5r3) The advantages may include increased

efficiency and increased cooling capacity over conditioned air MCC systemsyr 4)

The Self-Contained Toxicological Environmental Protective Outfit (STEPO) uses a liquid

cooling system, as does the Individual Microclimate Cooling System (IMCS).

3.2.1.4 Ice-Based MCC

Ice-based MCCs use pre-frozen ice instead of mechanical means as the cooling medium. The

working fluid (typically water) is recirculated through a reservoir of ice, where it is chilled then

pumped through a cooling vest. The ice reservoirs have a limited service time before they must be
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"recharged, depending on reservoir size. Icewater vests worn by Canadian helicopter pilots in the

Persian Gulf provided up to one hour of cooling, using an 8.5 lb. cooling unit. The vest consists of

tubing sew in the fabric at 1.0 inch intervals to carry the ice-cooled water. A cooling shirt

"constructed in a similar way is shown in Figure D-I0.SrS)

The TAP (Toxicological Agent Protective) suit Cooling Systen JTCS) uses a commercial,

active ice-based system. The vest is worn under the suit and thP cooling unit is worn on the back.

3.2.2 Phase Change Materials (PCMs)

Description: Phase change materials (PCM's) use the latent heat of fusion (heat energy needed

to change a material in solid state to liquid state at a constant temperature) to remove heat from a

microenvironment. For example, paraffin wax is a straight chain crystalline hydrocarbon that can be

placed in a cross-linked polyethylene matrix. This form of PCM freezes and melts in the 15-40 0C

range, releasing heat into a cool environment as it freezes and drawing heat from a hot environment

as it melts.Tr6,'7) The high latent heat of fusion associated with a PCM requires a lot of energy to

melt the material, thus making it an excellent heat sink. Conceptual heat storage modules that employ

PCM's are shown in Figure D- 11.

Applications: Commercial products that demonstrate fundamentals of the PCM technology

include the frozen "gel-packs" used for sports injuries and frozen "ice blocks" used in picnic coolers.

Potential industrial uses for PCM's include heating and cooling of buildings, thermal protective .

wraps, cooling electronics, coatings, or food refrigeration. PCM's encapsulated in microbeads

(microPCM's) have been woven into developmental thermal storage clothing (gloves, vests, and

undergarments).r)
Concordia University in Montreal has worked with PCM's based on fatty acids and fatty acid

esters; these have the following advantages: renewable resources, obtained from vegetable and meat

a I by-products, and variable phase-change properties.

Battelle has developed concepts for alternative materials for therapeutic treatment of sports

injuries. Generally, these materials may be classified into organic PCM's and special gel materials.

Organic PCM's include: N-Alkanes (straight chain paraffins), poly .hylene glycols, and salt hydrates

and fused salts (inorganic materials). The N-alkanes and polyethylene glycols exhibit melting

temperatures ranging from 21-28"C, and have heat from fusion ranging from 30-60 cal/g. Several
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sodium, potassium, and calcium based sa!ts are commercially available and have the potential to meet

the required phase-change properties. In addition, these materials are generally compatible with most/

plastic materials and exhibit low toxicity.

Special gelled PCM's have a limited history, but Dow Chemical Company has developed a

method for gelling salt solutions, including a stabilizing additive. Also, Battelle scientists have

worked with a class of amino acid derivatives for gelatinizing various fats and oils. A thermally

reversible gel material can be formed from a magnesium salt of an alternating butadiene, maleic

anhydrate copolymer; this material has a reverse phase change behavior, that is, it becomes a liquid

when cooled, and a solid when warmed. Other materials, classed as biopolymers, which exhibit this

same behavior are collagen, ovalbumin, soybean protein, and various forms of elastin.(T9)

Other natural and synthetic polymers, normally used as thickening agents and chemical

modifiers, could be explored for use with phase change systems. Some of these materials are:

polyacrylamide, xanthar gum, emulsan (an emulsifying agent), gelatin, hyaluronic acid and agarose.

S',Alternately, a whole family of inorganic materials can be formed into gels and colloids which exhibit

unique physical, electrical and chemical properties. rl°o1T 2 )

For AIPS, PCM's could be used in c jo.ng electronics, conditioning air in the respiratory

system, or conditioning the entire microenvironrment.

Advantages: After a PCM "unit" has cc npletely changed phase, it can be recharged and used

again. Recharging can be done with ambient cooling, cold water purifying, refrigeration, or the

injection of compressed CO2 from a small cylinder, depending on the physical properties of the PCM.

Combinations of PCM's can provide thermal control over a broad range of temperatures. The

advantages of paraffin waxes (crystalline alkyl hydrocarbons) are that they are readily available, they

"are a low cost byproduct of petroleum refining, and can be blended to have melt-transition zones over

a range of temperatures estimated between 15-40°C.

PCM's can be used for both active and passive heating/cooling. Active cooling with PCM's is

similar to liquid-based MCC except the working fluid would be a liquid slurry containing PCM's,

instead of water. Pawive cooling with PCM's uses heat storage rather than heat removal for cooling.

Testing of a PCM liquid cooled garment demonstrated a significant improvement in thermal control of

the human body over standard water cooled garments. These same studies also indicate that fluid

thermal capacitances can be made to exceed 50 times (5000%) that of water, while the heat transfer

"coefficient can be sign-ificantly enhanced by over 100% .(s)
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"If passive PCM's are used, no power is needed for cooling/heating, which is a definite

improvement over standard MCC units. A microencapsulated approach isolates materials and

prevents direct bodily contact with the PCM. However, encapsulation constrains PCM during the

melt phase, thus reducing its overall efficiency.

Limitations/Developnaental Risk: Current limitations of PCM's include energy storage capacity

"(directly affects time of operation), maintaining the PCM in its "ready" state, and recharging for

reuse. These parameters are all affected by conditions in the operating environment. Data we

acquired during the evaluation did not indicate time durations of cooling/heating for PCM's, simply

because of the variables involved: operating temperature range, cooling/heating needs, PCM

properties, and method of employment. PCM's are a near-term, medium risk technology.

3.2.3 Heat •pe

Description: Heat pipes use the latent heat of vaporization (heat energy required to change a

material in liquid state at a constant temperature). In a heat pipe, a small quantity of working liquid

is placed in a tube (or other such container), air is evacuated from the tube, and the tube is sealed.

"Heat is applied to one end, which causes some of the liquid to vaporize. The vapor moves, due to its

higher pressure, to the other end of the tube where it is condensed. The liquid condensate then

returns to the heated end by it wick fixed to the inside wall of the tube, wherein capillary force

returns the condensate to the evaporation section (gravity or small pumps can also be used to

accomplish this). An example of a gravity assisted thermosyphon is shown in Figure D-12. For a

working fluid with a high latent heat of vaporization, high heat transfer rates can be achieved with

small temperature difference between hot and cold ends of the tube.r13)

Heat pipe technology has existed for a long time, but new working fluids and micro-tube

S"_manufacturing technology has renewed research interest. Axially grooved heat pipes have been

manufactured to increase operating efficiency of the working fluid, which in turn increases system

efficiency.

Applications: Heat pipes are used for both heating and cooling. Heat pipes are often used to

remove heat from electronics modules, machine bearings, and equipment that doesn't allow

* "* conventional air cooling.(ri4) In the space industry, heat pipes are used to control the temperature of

shuttle payloads, communications satellites, and instrumentation modules.aTIr)
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An innovative application has been developed that uses heat pipes for warming the hands in

cold environments. Thermal energy from the elbow vaporizes the working fluid, then it is transferred

to the fingers via heat pipes, where heat is given off during condensation. The hands are a natural

radiator, due to the dense population of blood vessels near the surface, and the comparatively small

cross-sectional area at that location; a similar situation exists for the feet. In the opposite situation,

where cooling is required, it will be necessary to improve the radiating capacity of the hands and feet.

Various concepts of the heating glove are shown in Figure D-13.r13')

For AIPS, heat pipes could be used to cool equipment, remove heat from the head, and/or

manage heat throughout a totally encapsulated suit.

Ad- ,tages: Heat pipes offer very high heat conductivity, fast response, low maintenance, and

flexibilit. *)epending on how heat pipes are employed, power may nct be needed for cooling or

heating.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Shortcomings of heat pipe use for AIPS are selecting a

working fluid for human applications and optimizing a system design. Further investigations into

working fluids that can operate at 10-15"C will be needed. The heat pipe glove mentioned above

uses freon as the working fluid, which may not be practical for complete garment cooling/heating.

However, as environmentally safe, synthetic refrigerants are being developed in industry, new

working fluids for iieat pipes will be made available. Heat piping for AIPS is a near to mid-term,

low risk technology.

3.2.4 Thermoelectricitv

Description: Therm. lectricity is the production of th7:rmal energy from electricity, or vice

versa. There are two fundamental thermoelectric effects of interest that have been known since the

19th century: the Seebeck effect and the Peltier effect. Seebeck demonstrated that an electric current

could be produced in a closed circuit composed of two different conductors if one junction of the

dissimilar materials was maintained at a temperature different from that of the other junction. Peltier

observed that heat was either absorbed or desorbed at the junction of two dissimilar materials when an

electric current was passed through the junction. The principles of the two effect- are listed below

and shown in Figure D-14.

Seebeck: thermal energy input electrical current output

Peltier: electrical current input = thermal energy output
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The thermal energy can be heating or cooling, and is dependent on the orientation of the materials,

with respect to the hot and cold junctions.(xTI6

Applications: Thermoelectric materials can be used for cooling, heating, and generating

electricity.(TI' Thermoelectric technology has a wide range of current application in military and

aerospace systems. manufacturing processes. laboratory and scientific equipment, consumer products

and medical instrumentation. Specific applications include use in a space-borne air-conditioning unit,

a military signature reduction shield, air pollution control analyzers, a cold/hot medical therapy pad

system. and even beer keg coolers.

Electro-optics applications include temperature regulation of solid state lasers, infrared

detectors and charge-coupled devices (CCD's) in electronic equipment such as high resolution CCD

cameras and thermal weapon sights. Volumetric cooling of small volumes of air or liquid and cold

plates has applications in environmental chambers and small forced-air cooling systems.

A solid state air conditioner using thermoelectric principles has current application in motor

vehicles and control instrument cooling. It requires no compressor and weighs 3.4 kg (7.5 Ib). The

unit has a rating of 240 BTU/HR, operates on input voltage of 12/24/48 VDC, and in a temperature

range of -30"C to +60"C. A slightly larger model, weighing 5.4 kg (12 lb), has optional heating

capabilities of 340 BTU/HR. As the technology continues to be developed and more efficient

materials are utilized, smaller models with AIPS applications may emerge.

Using materials available today, thermoelectric refrigerators suitable for use in homes are more

expensive and less efficient than standard vapor compression-cycle refrigerators. Thus their use is

largely restricted to situations in which lower maintenance, increased life, or quiet performance are

essential, or in situations (such as in space vehicles or satellites) in which compressor-type cooling is

impractical. A number of small refrigerators are in use in hotels. A typical unit having about a 50

liter capacity requires a dc power input of 40 W and a refrigerative capacity of 23 W. Small cooling

units with capacities of 10 W or less have been developed for cooling small electronic equipment such

as integrated circuit boards.(ri)

A thermoelectric he-ter is nothing more than a thermoelectric refrigerator with the current

reversed. A commercial device that demonstrates this concept is the baby bottle cooler-warmer,

which cools the bottle until just before feeding then switches to a heating cycle to warm it.

A thermoelectric generator requires a heat source and a thermocouple. Kerosine lamps and

.. firewood have been used as heat sources in producing a few watts of electricity in locations where

electricity was otherwise unavailable. A thermoelectric generator has been developed for vehicles or
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boats operating in cold climates. The prototype uses diksel powered heater (11,000 BTU/H) as the

heat source and the surrounding environment as the cold source.(T19 )

Perhaps the most prevalent application is cooling with thermoelectric chips, which are shown

in Figure D-15. These chips have a variety of applications similar to those mentioned above.

Typically, chips are used for localized cooling, where small areas or individual machine/electronic

components require large amounts of cooling, that can be attained from conventional methods of

cooling. A good example is cooling high speed integrated circuits.

Thermoelectricity could be employed in a variety of ways in an AIPS. If enough power is

available, heating or cooling could be accomplished through a series of small thermoelectric chips

sewn together in a garment. The body (or electronics in AlPS) could be used as a heat source and

( ambient air as a cold source for generation of small quantities of electricity, which in turn could be

used to power a small blower for air circulation within a protective ensemble.

Other application possibilities include temperature control of the AIPS respiratory system, as

well as the helmet; an air-conditioned motorcycle helmet has already been developed by TE
Technology. (r20 ) AIPS' computer and electronics will also require cooling. Boots, gloves, and water

bottles could all be temperature-regulated by thermoelectric technology.

Advantages: The thermoelectric systems mentioned above require low maintenance, are long

lasting, and have no acoustical or electrical noise signatures. They can also operate in either cooling

or heating modes, depending on current direction. Thermoelectric modules operate in any orientation

(horizontal, vertical, etc.), and have high resistance to shock and vibration. They require no moving

parts, compressor or piping, and they eliminate the need for gases or fluids. Thermoelectric

technologies provide precise temperature control to less than, 0.5 *C, as well as continuous cooling

or heating with no recharging. The modules are small, lightweight, and typically powered by a DC

soreLimitations/Develon~mental Risk: Power would be required for heating or cooling applications.

The amount thermoelectric energy that can be converted depends on the temperature difference

between hot and cold sources. Potential AIPS applications would involve low temperature

differences. Most thermocouple materials operate effectively at high temperature differences. The

development of thermoelectric materials with higher figures of merit is needed to increase the

efficiency of today's thermoelectric systems. Producers of thermoelectric systems are funding

research to develop more efficient materials. Thermoelectricity for AIPS is mid-term, medium risk

technology.
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3.3 VISION/OPTICS

- AIPS vision/optics technology seeks to meet two requirements of the soldier. First, the system

- needs to protect the soldier's eyes from direct energy, such as blinding lasers. Second, to enhace

the soldier's effectiveness by visually providing him/her with critical information needed to execute a

m sion.

Some vision enhancement technologies are already commercially available. Heads up displays

are now used in military aircraft, and night vision systems are available both for aircraft pilots and for

ground troops. These systems are nearest to a realization for improvement and/or adaptation for use

in an AIPS. Other optical display devices such as scanning mirrors are currently available in the

consumer market and could be employed by an AIPS. Technologies used by manufacturers and

designers, such as 3-D imaging and geometric reasoning offer potential AIPS applications.

* Fewer vision protection options are currently available due to limitations in computerf capabilities. Current computer and sensor technology cannot perform the arduous task of converting

incoming analog images to digital format, filtering out harmful elements, and then re-converting back

to an analog image fast enough for real-time human vision. Technologies such as neural networks

U (discussed later in section 3.5.2) and intelligent photo sensors (discussed in section 3.3.4) are now

-~' j.being developed and will make real-time vision enhancement and protection possible in the future.
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Table 3-4. Summary of Vision/Optics Technologies

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Not Considered Multipurpose Polycarbonate materials for totally transparent masks.
Coatings'

Fresnel Lensesi Optical enhancements via asymmetrical lens
configurations (e.g. automobile "tail-lights").

Thermal Imaging/ Image intensification via heat radiated from object.
Infrared Imaging

2

Considered Image Intensifier Image intensification used for night vision goggles.
Tubes

Heads-up Displays Image projected (or created) on a glass plate,
windshield, or visor.

Scanning Mirrors Image formed off of vibrating mirror.

Intelligent Photosensors embedded in computer circuits for image
Photosensors processing.

"3J) Imaging 3-D images formed from standard image sources.

Image Enhancement/ Compu'er improvement of images and reduction of
Compression image computer storage requirements.

Geometric Method of computer object recognition.
Reasoning

Virtual Reality Complete immersion in a computer-generated
environment.

I Technologies being researched under the RESPO 21 program.
2 Technologies being researched under the SIPE program.

3.3.1 Imane Intensifier Tubes

Description: Image intensifier tubes are employed by night vision goggles (NVG's). The

wearer of the NVG can see monochrome, multishade images of the surroundings when in semi-

darkness through the amplification of small amounts of light, such as moonlight or starlight. The

tubes function by converting photon rays generated by objects into a visual image for enhanced night

vision. Before entering the image intensifier, photons pass through a series of lenses and filters.

The viewer then observes the output of the image intensifiers in one of two ways. With some
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NVG's, the viewer looks directly at the output ends of the image intensifier tubes (one for each eye),

while in others the image arrives to the viewer in an indirect manner in the form of a reflected

projection placed in front of the eye. A comparison of vision through unaided eyes, image

"intensification tubes, and infra-red devices in illustrated in Figure D-16.

There have been three "generations"of intensifier tubes, each improving on the previous

design. The current tube in use is the third generation, and is much smaller and offers a superior

image compared to its predecessors. Within each tube are three elements: a photocathode that

converts photons to electrons, a microchannel plate to amplify the electronic signal from the

photocathode, and a phosphor screen to convert electrons back to visible light (see Figure D-

17 ),(v,v`2)

"Aplications: Night vision goggles (NVGs) for pilots, combat vehicle crewmen, and special

ground surveillance personnel employ the image intensifier technology. The aviators night vision

"imaging system (ANVIS) uses the third generation image intensifier tubes with a high resolution

phosphor screen (36-40 line pairs per millimeter). In comparison, a typical 19 inch television set,

which also uses a phosphor screen, has about 1.7 lines, and a high-definition television has about 4.4

lines. The "Eagle Eye" low profile NVG system integrates the third generation image intensifier

tubes with a lightweight, helmet compatible night vision system/."3 ) Concept diagrams of

developmental night vision systems are shown in Figures D-18A and D-18B. The image

intensification tubes used with these systems could be easily integrated intb AIPS' vision system.

Advantages: Recent advancements in intensifier tube manufacturing has significantly reduced

their size which resulted in lightweight goggle systems with minimal center of gravity shift. Other

improvements include a wide, see-through field of view (160" x 11.0) avalable when the NVG is

turned off. In the future, ongoing research and development will introduce even smaller tubes with

larger fields of view.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: The field of view of the intensified image is significantly

i -reduced compared to unimpaired vision: the NVG image is 40 degrees circular, unimpaired human

vision is approximately 90 degrees horizontally and 60 degrees vertically. The third generation image

intensifier tube technology is fairly well established. The only shortfalls come with integrating the

tubes with a vision system. Improvements are currently being made for flash protection, life support

equipment integration, and general performance improvements for a variety of applications. Image

intensifier tubes for an AIPS are near-term and low risk.
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3.3.2 Heads-up Displays

Description: Helmet mounted displays (HMD's), a type of heads up display (HUDs), are used

to rapidly provide a user with important information, without interrupting the user's operations, via a

visual display. The display consists of information either projected or created on a viewing surface.

Images can be projected onto a helmet visor and reflected into the soldier's eyes, or created on a

cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid crystal display (LCD) screen.

Applications: Heads-up displays are useful in any application where a person needs to receive

information while looking forward. In an aircraft, for instance, the pilot needs to observe both the

scene through the windshield and gauges located separately on cockpit console. HUDs project a CRT

image upon the windshield or a plate of glass in front of the viewer's eyes, so that the operator can

simultaneously view the conditions outside and important information regarding the operation of the

aircraft (see Figure D-19).(V4) Until recently such systems were found in military aircraft only, but

now HUD systems are being designed and offered for commercial aircraft. HUD's have also solved

the problem helicopter pilots have when wearing NVG equipment and reading cockpit gauges.

Previously, pilots reported difficulty reading these gauges because of the comparatively high

brightness of the gauges compared to the darkness outside. Kaiser Electronics has developed an

HMD to eliminate this problem by displaying necessary information on the pilot's visor.(V5 )

Similarly, a HUD system could be useful in a protective helmet by superimposing data, such as

messages from the base, NVG battery status, directional compass, etc. upon the helmet's visor or the

NVG screen. One particularly interesting application projects thermal imagery data onto the visor of

Navy firefighters operating in smoke filled spaces.(v6) The SIPE program is demonstrating,

fundamentals of the HUDIHMD technology for an individual soldier's vision system.

As LCD technology matures, displays projected onto the visor may be replaced by images

created on a LCD computer screen placed in front of the eyes. State-of-the-art LCD technology is

currently being demonstrated by active-matrix thin film transistor (TFT) color screens for lap-top

personal computers and miniature televisions.

Advantages: Quicker display of information (for AIPS: data on enemy target, status of

protective system, location of friend/foes, etc.), enables display of information when no space is

available for gauges and other readouts (such as inside a helmet).
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Limitations/Developmental Risk: Current drawbacks to HUDs include interrupted field of

view, fragility, data processing equipment, power for operation, and depth perception. As video

display and computer processing technologies advance, these potential problems will be overcome.

Heads-up displays are a near-term, low risk technology.

3.3.3 Scanning Mirrors

Description: Scanning mirror technology (also called vibrating mirrors) is an innovative way

of creating a virtual image, which does not use a CRT or LCD matrix. Instead, it simulates a 12

inch video screen image using a 1 inch eyepiece by placing it close to the user's eye, and creates an

image by reflecting a vertical column of LED's off an oscillating mirror. Currently, such a device is

available to the consumer called the Private Eye"'; a starter kit is available from Refection Technology

for $495 (see Figures D-20 and D-21).n'?v 9 )

Applications: Scanning mirror display devices could be useful as an auxiliary display device to

provide a soldier with helpful information, such as mission instructions, a map of the environment, or

schematics for equipment repair. The device might be mounted toward the top of the helmet, so that

it would not interfere with normal vision and could be glanced at by the soldier when needed.

Future systems will present an entire screen for both eyes, and could coordinate these screens to

create a three dimensional, stereo image. Scanning mirrors could also become an alternative to

CRT's or LCD's for projecting heads-up display data, in which it could project a computer image to

a visor or face shield, rather than a one inch screen.

Advantages: The advantages of such a system are its compact size, low weight, durability due

to simple design, low power requirements and image processing speed. This small, lightweight

computer screen does not require hand operation and can be very useful in providing information to

the soldier. For example, the private eye weighs only 2.5 ounces, requires 0.01 watts, and can

create an image of 280x750 (10 million) pixels per second.M'7 )

"Limitations/Developmental Risk: The current device completely blocks one eye when in

viewing position, thus users need to adapt to, working with one eye. Alternatively, this device could

be mounted in a position where it would not interfere with normal vision, but could be glanced at.

As with HUD's, depth perception could be a potential problem for AIPS. Scanning mirrors are a

near-term, low risk technology.
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3.3.4 Intelligent Photesensors

Description: Photosensors are devices which detect light. Intelligent photosensors consist of a

silicon board holding processing hardware and a built-in array of photosensors, which can identify

objects and track motion (see Figure D-22). These devices use technology developed through studies

on how the eyes, ears and brain function and can process much larger amounts of incoming data than

traditional photosensor systems. One reason for this increase in speed is that unlike typical

photosensor arrays, intelligent photosensors do not need to pass data from each photosensor through

an analog to digital converter. Instead, intelligent photosensor arrays perform the processing of data

at the analog level allowing increased processing speeds. Future sensors may be able to scan various

"wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum and form realistic images from the "sensory" details

obtained at different wavelengths. The computing portion of the sensors will be analog

neuroprocessors (ANP's) employing advanced VLSI (very large scale integration) circuitry capable of

continuous, real time processing of the data.(vIo-v 6)

An integrated circuit model of the human retina is being developed at Synaptics, Inc., San

Jose, CA. The circuit consists of an array of photodetectors wired together in such a way that when

light falls on the chip, it is instantly processed to detect motion (see Figure D-23). In present day

imaging systems, sequential electronic "snapshots" of a scene must be transmitted to a computer,

which then compares successive frames to extract movement information. Not only is this process

data intensive, it requires complex digital algorithms.

Anp-lications: Unlike an ordinary camera, these devices can describe the images they receive

in detail, rather than simply photographing them. These sensors are an ideal choice for input devices

for image processing devices, geometric reasoning systems, or image enhancers. The sensor array

could use its built-in capability to pre-process the incoming images to reduce the load on the image

processing computer. Another t:.ie would be to employ a sensor array on a helmet through a fisheye

lens to detect motion in all directions. The sensor would detect motion in regions the soldier is

*7 -./ unable to see and alert him.

"Advantages: Because the sensor and microprocessor are integrated in one unit, the device

would be inexpensive and can be easily mass produced. They are extremely rugged and are suitable

for harsh environments. These sensors do computations in a parallel, analog method which makes

them extremely fast. Using ANP's in future designs may allow a single analog chip to yield the

equivalent processing power of a digital supercomputer.(VIO)
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Limitations/Developmental Risk: Advances in material technology are -needed to assist

advancement of intelligent sensor designs. Research on photo-chemical and electro-chemical materials

* that best simulate neuron activity is being conducted at MIT. Advances in data processing equipment,

such as miniaturization and reduction in power nceds, will be needed in order for AIPS to have the

capability of using intelligent sensors. Figure D-24 demonstrates the complexity of an integrated

sensor and analog processor for visual images, in which the neural optics of a mammalian retina are

7 >~simulated with electronic circuitry. Intelligent photosensors are a. mid-term, high risk technology, due

to their dependency on computing power.

3.3.5 Imaee Enhancement/Comipression

Descrintion: These techniques involve image processing of the source image by a computer to

enhance or compress it. When enhancing an image, a computer 'looks' at a captured image and

modifies it to increase clarity, and to reduce distortion. Enhancement is useful in any circumstance

where either the source image is vague or when the transition through the camera to the viewer

creates distortion or other losses. Ln the second mode, the computer compresses an image by

carefully removing information not required to maintain the original appearance within a specified

* I tolerance.

* - IAn~lications: Currently image enhancement techniques are used by police departments to
identify license plates, people, and other items which cannot be clearly seen in photographs or

videotapes. In one demonstration of this technique, a license plate of an escaping car was deciphered.

In the original photograph, the license plate was completely unreadable. The computer then applied
the enhancing techniques to remove noise and enhances vague areas, resulting in a clearly readable

license plate. Such techniques are also used by the military to improve the quality of satellite
surveillance photographs. Unfortunately, because the computing power required to perform this

processing is so high, current image enhancement techniques can only be applied to still images.

In the future, image enhancing techniques could be employed in both real time vision and

single frame systems. Although current computers cannot process images fast enough to provide a

real-time enhancement of eac'i image, such capability will be available as algorithms and computer

hardware improve. When such advances are achieved, image enhancement could be used to improve

the quality of a night vision system. The NVG would receive the source image, send it through the

image enhancing unit, and an enhanced image would arrive to the viewer. During the enhancement
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process, the computer can improve the image in several ways. It can determine which areas of the

image are too dark, and automatically adjust the contrast to compensate. Distortion can be removed

by taking two pictures one right after the other, and removing parts not found in both images. One

real-time image enhancement system now under development is called 'Sensor Fusion'. This

technique allows the combination of data from several sensors to electronically produce an enhanced

image for the pilot.(V6)

Currently available single famne image enhancing systems could be used by soldiers in

surveillance missions. For instance, a soldier might be secretly observing an :=emy installation, and

needs to identify military vehicles, hostages, key personnel, etc. A complete system contained in his

helmet could capture a photograph, zoom in on an area of interest, and then enhance the image to

help the soldier determine what is located on the base. Currently, to do the same operation, the

soldier needs to bring a camera, take the picture, then take the film back to the base to be developed,

digitized, and processed, requiring more time and effort.

Compression techniques could be used when it is desired to store, transmit, or apply further

processing to the image. In the above example, a soldier could compress the proL,.ssed photo, and

then send it to another soldier's helmet for immediate display, or back to his headq,. arters for review

by the commander. The compressed image would take less time to transmit, allov 'ng more images to

be transmitted over the same period of time compared with uncompressed images. A.dvanced

compression techniques are already in use, including protocols available for personal computers to

compress computer image files. A user tells the program the tolerance he desires bel-Ween the

original image and the compressed image, and the computer creates a new, more compact image file.

Advantages: Improved image available to the user, reduced image transn'ission time, and

reduced computer processing requirements due to smaller image size.

Limitations/DeveloRmental Risk: Current image enhancing and compression systems are not

fast enough to cope with a data stream of a sequence of real time images; therefore real-time image

enhancement is a long-term, medium risk technology. Current NYG systems do not allow the image

to go through a processing computer first, but new, highly compact systems like the Eagle Eye NVG

have an intermediate stage between the source image and the eyepiece where such a processor could

be implemented. Use of enhancing and compression systems for still frame processing is currently

possible with desktop size computers, making it a near term, low risk technology.
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3.3.6 3-D Imazin2
7

"Description: Two dimensional images are vtry simple to create because they require only one

camera source and there is only one image which needs to be presented to the viewer. Three

dimensional images are more difficult to create because they require two camera sources to achieve

the parallax viewing that human eyes utilize to perceive depth, and because the two images need to be

aligned when presented to the viewer or the 3-D effect will not work. 3-D imaging techniques create

or simulate three dimensional viewing conditions to provide the viewer with more depth perception

cues.

Applications: Currently, soldiers wearing masks, NVG equipment, or flight helmets retain their

binocular vision and do not need 3-D imaging assistance. In masks and helmets, the soldier simply

looks out through a clear shield, and in current NVG systems there is a separate intensifying tube for

each eye. There may be situations, however, when it would be desirable for the soldier to relay

stereo images back to a base for review, or so that a commander could 'look through the eyes' of the

:-. J ;soldier. Currently the VISIDEP system is the leading method to re-create 3-D images on a single

CRT. VISIDEP is used in conjunction with either stereo LCD shutter glasses, or with a special

processing technique called "Alternating Frame Technology" (see Figure D-25). vr17)

The alternating frame method is unique in that it requires no shutter glasses or other special

viewing equipment to observe a 3-D image on a single CRT screen. This technique can also work

using either two or one camera(s) to capture the source image, although the one camera source is

limited to applications such as airplane surveillance where the cý.-,mera travels in a smooth, straight

line.

- - | A 3-D digitizing system which uses a video camera, laser, and personal computer to create

"digitized images of real-world objects is currently on the market. It is presently used in the

automotive and aerospace industries in Europe and is capable of creating a CAD drawing from a

physical prototype. The size of this system currently restricts its application to AIPS, but as

computers continually decrease in size and increase in computing power, future advancements in this

* I technology may make it a candidate for a soldier's visualization system.(v18 v 21)

* IAdvantages: Allows the viewing of more realistic 3-D images. Allows the conversion of 2D

images to 3-D.

Limitations: Alternating frame technology has not been applied in any practical applications to

date. In the two-camera mode, the cameras must be aligned within a small tolerance to achieve the

"effect. In the one camera mode, the camera must follow a straight, predictable path and must remain
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steady, because the motion of the camera is used to generate the two different images which are

combined to produce the 3-D effect. Three dimensional imaging is a mid-term, medium-risk

technology.

3.3.7 Geometric Reasoning

Description: Geometric reasoning is an iinage processing technique in which a computer

examines an image and identifies features in the image, such as primitive shapes, patterns, moving

objects, etc.(V2 2.v23) The computer can then highlight detected items to improve clarity for the

viewer, or send this information to other devices, such as weapons, to aid in their operation. Unlike

image enhancement, in which the computer looks at the image as a whole without regard to objects,

this system's objective is to interpret features on the computer screen as objects. (v24)

Applications: Sometimes a solider needs to function in an environment where vision is

impaired by darkness, atmospheric conditions, smoke, etc. In such situations, it would be helpful for

the soldier to see the outlines of faint objects. For example, soldiers wearing infrared gear see

washed-looking images, making it difficult to identify objects. Geometric reasoning would outline

buildings, cars, and other important objects to aid the wearer to aim at targets or locate points of

interest. Objects in motion behind or to the side of the soldier could be identified by a geometric

reasoning system looking through a camera with a fish-eye lens to alert the soldier to potential threats

he cannot see in his immediate field of view.

Geometric reasoning might be used in conjunction with image enhancement techniques. The

image would pass first through the image enhancer/compressor, then through the geometric reas.oning

"system. Then enhancement and compression would lead to a clearer image and less computer

memory for the geometric reasoning system to process.
A system employing geometric reasoning could also provide the soldier with estimates of object

dimensions and object range. A position sensor could be mounted on the soldier's gun, which could

interface with the geometric reasoning system and helmet display unit. The gun's crosshairs and a

aiming point of a target determined by the geometric reasoning system would appear on the soldier's

mask viewing screen, and the soldier would only need to line up his crosshairs to the aiming point to

aim. A helicopter based target detection system called the VHSIC 3v-bit Mission Processor, is

currently under development by Westinghouse. Also under development by Westinghouse and Martin

Marietta is the ATD, or 'Aided Target Detection/ Classification system', a system which would

detect and prioritize targets for operator approval and reactiont" 6).
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IAdvantages: Image enhancement techniques (previously discussed in section 3.3.5) take a

-~ passive role in helping soldiers understand what they are seeing. They clean up the image, but tell

* the user nothing about the image. Geometric reasoning, on the other hand, not only adds clarity but

7 also actively tells the user about his surroundings by helping the wearer identify objects and features

of interest.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Like other image processing techniques, geometric reasoning

A requires that the computer read and interpret images in real time. Image processing techniques such as

real-time image enhancement are currently not possible because current personal computer systems

are not fast enough to cope with frame rates humans need to observe a moving picture (approximately

' 30 frames per second). Users of geometric reasoning, however, may not require the same rate as the

image enhancement,' because this system is only generating outlines superimposed on the' image. If a
system were to update at a lower rate, such as 4 frames per second, current computers might be able

to accomplish this task. The main technical risk associated with developing such a system is that the

computer processing power required may take several years to arrive. Geometric reasoning is a midd-

K' term, medium-risk technology.

'1 7 3.3.8 Virtual Reality

Descriptio: Virtual reality (VR) refers to the immersion of an individual into a computer-

generated environment, sometimes called "cyberspace". It can be described as a computer-

I synthesized, three-dimensional environment in which humans, once appropriately interfaced, may

engage and manipulate simulated physical objects. A designer can create any virtual enivironment

imaginable. The "virtual world" is an interactive, multisensory, environment where human-computer

-~~~ interactions are based on the ways humans interact with the real world.(~ 2 vS

Sp R usually involves wearing a helmet-like head-mounted display goggles for visual output.

I Special sensor-laced gloves (or entire body suits) are used for the command input. Earphones,

treadmills, mechanical arms, joysticks, bicycles, and a host of other props are used to enhance

interactions in a virtual environment (see Figures D-26 and D-27).

In most VR systems, there are four major components involved in the simulation. A control

station computer and associated software generates the virtual world and dictates the programmed

actions of the objects within the world. This. computer is responsible for processing the inputs

generated by the movements of the user and regenerating the cyb~erspace accordingly. Sensors are

incorporated into the system to track participant's actions and supply inputs to the control station
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computer so it can respond to a percon's movements. These sensors are located on the user and/or

the support equipment involved in the simulation process. A graphics rendering engine produces the

appropriate images based on participant's perspective and actions. Personal computers have been

used to create virtual environments, but graphics and response times are slightly poorer. These

images are displayed on video screens or within the virtual head gear. Finally, an audio system can

be incorporated into the system to create sounds as they wnuld be generated within the virtual world.

Virtual reality has been referred to as virtual world, space, or environment; cyberspace;

telepresence; or tmmersive simulation.

There are a multitude of applications of VR that affect a variety of industrial markets.

Communications applications include teleconferencing, telerobotics, tele-trouble shooting, and

electronic globalization. VR can be used for more effective computer-aided design and modeling

(allowing designers to evaluate whether a product can a•.tually be built). Transfer of information and

education can be accomplished through virtual libraries, museums, or virtual time travel. A rapidly

growing market for VR will be the entertainment industry: video games, interactive television/movies,

multi-user games, and sports.

The most promising VR market applicable to AIPS is training and simulation. The variations

of computer-simulated environments are virtually limitless: flight simulators, automotive-related

simulations, re-creating accident scenes, marine exploration, handicapped training, surgical

simulations, etc.

The most advanced simulators in operation today are those used by the aerospace industry and

military. With the high cost of current aircraft, VR systems provide inexperienced pilots with some

"flight" time before they actually fly the aircraft. These systems provide multi-channel visual displays

of the view from cockpit windows and can even provide a sense of the roughness of the simulated

runways and climate conditions. The instructor can program in a wide repertoire of emergency

conditions for the trainee to be faced with (see Figure D-28).

Such a system would have applications for AliPS in mission simulation, remote reconnaissance,

and terrain preview applications. It would be very useful for detailing maintenance procedures,

allowing a soldier to "walk-through" the procedure. Strike teams could preview the terrain, or view

simulations of a mission while enroute in a plane or other vehicle. A soldier in a foxhole could safely

explore the surrounding country with a remote robot, seeing and hearing everything to which the

robot was exposed. Architects and designers already use VR by designing a building and conducting

such "walk throughs" before the building is even bi,', (see Figure D-29). A soldier or commander
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could experience what another soldier was doing, then provide him instructions on what to do next.

A VR s% stem could be integrated with current or developmental protective masks so soldiers could

experience a %.arietN of :oriditions while wearing the mask, without leaving the room. Such

applications w'ould be relatively easy to implement assuming an AIPS would already include a

computer system.

Advantazes: The most obvious advantage to VR is that it provides realistic training and,

depending oki what is being simulated, at a relatively low cost. The complete VR system at Hines VA

Hospital. which was used in barrier-free design of buildings for handicapped people, was only

S30,000. For training simulation, not only is the trainee protected from personal injury, but

expensive developmental equipment is also protected from possible damage caused by a completely

inexperienced user.

VR could also be used for telepresence. the Addition of computer-enhanced graphics to live

video for the performance of activities over a long distance. In other words, a battlefield general

could "experience* the front in real time while being located safely, miles away.

Limitations/Develotmental Risk: The major limitation of VR is the computing power required

to create virtual environments. Several factors impact computation requirements: graphics quality,

level of interaction, real-time response, force feedback, multipl: inputs, and sound features. The VR

system we experienced at Hines VA Hospital consisted of a helmet, headphone, a dataglove, and a

wheelchair on rollers. The virtual environment was an apartment interior with a kitchen, family

room, bedroom, and bathroom. We are able to "wheel" through the computer generated apartment,

open cupboards, drawers, and move things around. The graphics display was as good as many video

arcade games. Image processing was close to real-time, but in rooms with more objects (requiring

"additional or smaller shapes), there was a slight lag-time when turning your head. Force feedback

was not used during our demonstration, but the system is capable of this. As previously stated, this

system costs S30,000, which consisted of two IBM 486 PC's, a data glove processing module, and an

"ultrasonic sensor for head movement. Researchers at Hines attended a computer graphics convention

where they experienced image processing equipment for VR systems that could update images so

quickly and in so much detail that they could pass for reality, and were as good or better than live

video. In comparison, these systems cost upwards of $500,000.
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As video graphics and image processing technologies advance, so will VR. The VR industry

will grow rapidly, because of the wide variety of applications. Actual integration of the VR with

AIPS is far-term with low-risk. Using VR for mask development is near-term, low risk. Thus, VR

technology will be classified as mid-term, low risk.
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"3.4 COMMUNICATIONS

Communications during combat will include conversation between soldiers, short range

3 communications within a unit, and long range communications between units. Current methods of

military communications have drawbacks at both the individual and system level. Individuals wearing

protective masks have difficulty communicating with one another because of degradation in clarity of

speech and difficulty with personnel identification. Miniature speaker/microphone arrangements are

commercially available that offer improvements over the current protective masks' voicemitters.

"U However, there are drawbacks with these systems that have prevented them from successfully being

* implemented into a protective mask for military fielding, which include: background noise, power,

durability, and user compatibility. For short and long range communications, radio frequency (RF)

communications commonly in use today are subject to electromagnetic interference and are easily

. iintercepted. Alternatives are needed at all levels of command, control, and communications.

Recent advances in communication technology make optical communications a viable

alternative to RF signal transmitting and receiving.(CI) Voice recognition systems will provide a

hands-free computer-user interface for communications and system control, thus allowing the user to

concentrate and perform on other tasks. Binaural processing will improve hearing by making the user

feel as if they are in a real environment. Wireless LANs may be applicable for close-in

communications, and lasers may be used for distant communications, both of which offer a more

secure form of data transfer.

Table 3-5. Summary of Communication Technologies

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Not Amplified Receivers/ Use of amplifiers to enhance signal transmissions.
Considered Transmitters'

Bone/Throat Converting neck and throat vibrations into electronic3Microphones' signals.

"IRlMicrowave/Satellite2 Satellite communications at various wavelengths.

Cellular Systems2  Communications within specific regions using limited
frequency bands
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TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Considered Voice Recognition Computer recognition of a spoken commands (speaker
, dependent and independent).

Binaural Processing Simulated stereo sound from outside sources.

Wireless LAN's FM, infiared, or other means of near network
communications.

Laser Communications Modulated lasers for line-of-sight communications.

Impractical Fiber Optics Modulated laser light passed through optical filaments.

1 Technologies being researched under the RESPO 21 program.
2 Technologies being researched under the SIPE program.

3.4.1 Voice Recognition

Descrintion: Computer or electronic recognition of spoken words and generally labeled voice

recognition. Voice recognition technology is relatively new and highly dependent on computer

power. The advance of computer power in the next twenty years is expected to be more than

adequate for developing this technology (see Section 3.5.1) - Advanced Data Processing). Several

commercial devices that employ voice recognition technologies already exist. Two types of voice

recognition exist: speaker dependent and speaker independent. Both are discussed below.

Speaker dependent voice recognition systems compare a person's spoken words with computer

records of a person's speech. The advantages of this system lie in the areas of security and

reliability. Everyone has a unique "voiceprint" which varies slightly but which is unique to a

particular set of throat, mouth, and speech characteristics. However, these systems must be "trained"

before use so that the computer has ' record for comparison.

The surveillance of communication channels can be accomplished through speaker dependent

voice recognition. A speaker on a secure channel can be monitored and identified by his voice

characteristics. If his voice patterns match up with those in memory the transmission will proceed, if
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* not, the transmission can be terminated. Also the home base can identify a speaker just by their voice

characteristics of their transmission rather than have them identify themselves over the air.(C2)

Most of the systems in use now ave speaker dependent as a system can be tailored to a

speaker's voice inflection, tone, etc. This tailoring makes it easier to recognize words as it is specific

to one central user. Research is currently underway to broaden this base as much as possible.

Speaker independent systems can recognize words or commands independent of the person

speaking. Anyone who could speak English could use the system, although errors can occur due to a

speakers' accent. Such systems are often slower but are also more flexible: they do not need to be

,i. trained before use as speaker dependent systems do. Such technology could be used to access

* unclassified information, such as terrain maps. Research is now focussed on improving computer

word recognition rates to an acceptable level for commercial use. Neural networks are being

* employed to help the computer look for patterns and decipher between different speaking

characteristics.

Agnlications: Voice recognition can be used in just about any setting but becomes extremely

useful in situations where the user needs his senses to be concentrated elsewhere. Such a situation

* would exist in total darkness or where the user is a considerable distance from the object being

controlled. Another example' would be where the user needs to concentrate on other tasks, such as

flying a jet or driving a tank. While operating the vehicle the pilot or tank operator could easily

switch the type of weapon desired by just speaking a word rather than having to look down and trip a

switch. The time saved could be crucial. A commercial application of voice recognition is available

in the cellular phone industry, for car phones. Instead of having to physically hold the phone up to

El one's ear, a microphone is installed in the automobile sun visor. The driver speaks "DIAL HOME"

.1and the device automatically dials his home phone number. This enables the driver to keep his eyes

on the road instead of looking down into the car to dial a number.(0S)

Researchers at Osaka University Medical School in Japan have experimented with video in3, addition to voice recognition. Alone, voice recognition was found to be about 80% accurate but

when coupled with video it increases to around 92 %. A video camera was placed in front of

subjects' months, who spoke various word commands, The camera focused on the different mouth
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shapes that were being formed. Coupling these two mediums together and implementing a neural

network to decipher the visual images have greatly increased voice recognition (see Figure D-30).(C6).

Advantages: Voice recognition should require no advanced training of the user; it is easier to

learn than most other input oriented systems.(c 4) Operator efficiency can be improved tremendously.

In the case of fighter pilots the ability to change weapons systems, change radio frequencies,

controlling flight displays and so forth, all by a few simple words can give that pilot an edge ever the

enemy. He/she does not have to avert their gaze toward the cockpit to trigger these systems, a simple

word will enable their use. Speech recognition can greatly reduce pilot workload; in one tes-, pilots

were able to run a prescribed course faster and more accurately when speech recognition for radio

control was provided.(M2 )

Voice recognition can compliment any system where the user has to change the controls or

input, instead of searching around for the right control the operator uses his voice as the input device.

The ability to free up the user's eyes and hands would greatly benefit an AIPS system. Security can

also be implemented as the system could be tailored to a user's "voice print" and made unusable by

any unauthorized person.

Limitations/Develo2mental Risk: One of the most prominent limitations dealing with speech

recognition is with the English language itself. English is one of the world's most complex languages

with many problems encountered in recognition. Words may sound alike but be spelled different, or

might be spelled alike but have different pronunciations. Also, the spoken word is continuous and

speech might tend to run together.() It is difficult for a computer to understand the differences

between words in a sentence and between word beginnings and endings. Another problem exists in

speaker independent systems, being that a computer willI tend to make more errors if a person does

not speak a "natural" language. It will have trouble picking up regional accents or mispronounced

words. Most of the speech recognition being done at present involve matching sounds not

understanding speech. Voice variations such as accents cannot be differentiated in these systems at

present (see Figure D-3 1).

Speech recognition might not prove beneficial in all cases. Other forms of data recognition can

prove to be quicker and more correct. This could change as computer speed and processing

capabilities increase, but for now computing speed has made speech recognition somewhat slow. In a

study performed at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD twelve subjects determined the range and

azimuth of aircraft tracks on the tactical display and updated the identification of such tracks. The
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results of the study show that a touch panel is the fastest medium with fewest errors while a voice

recognition system is the slowest with the most errors.(CS)

Another limitation which would affect an AIPS type application is background noise.

Situations in which AIPS would be implemented may be noise-filled, stressful environments. This

background noise could cause problems, as the whole system depends onreceiving a clear signal.

Research through industry is being conducted at present to determine the extent of background noise

and what problems it might bring forth.

Currently most systems being used are in office type settings and not in the rigors of combat.

In combat, the rate and pitch of one's voice tend to change quite considerably as they become excited.

In a dependent system this could greatly affect the results, as the "excited" voice may not match the

original voice. In an independent system the user might start running words together as they become

excited, making it difficult for the computer to differentiate words. Voice recognition is a near-term,

medium-risk technology.

3.4.2 Binaural Processina

Descriptionl: Binaural processing is used in a mammalian auditory system to combine the

slightly different audio inputs in the left and right ears into a coherent signal with spatial qualities.

Although the input signals are generated from a common source, they stimulate the left and right ear

drums differently. These binaural physical differences are called the interaural time difference (ITD),

the interaural amplitude d Fference (LAD), and the interaural spectral difference (ISD). Much research

has been done to model the auditory system's binaural processor with neural networks to better

understand how these binaural differences affect the attributes of hearing.(C7) Two such neural

S* networks are the Jeffress model and the stereausis model, which utilizes respectively the temporal and

spatial correlations of the binaural signals.(Cs)

The ITD abd lAD affect several attributes of binaural hearing, namely lateralization,

localization, and signal enhancement. Lateralization is the perceived lateral location of the audio

image between the ears.(c9.CIO) Varying the time or phase and amplitude differences between the left

and right signals reults in the perceived shift of the sound from the central position. Localization is

the perceived locati n of the sound image in space. The subjective location of the sound depends not

only on the iTD and lAD but also on other cues such as the differential action of the head turning or
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the acquired knowledge of acoustic properties of "typical situations". Signal enhancement of a

desired signal masked in noise is accomplished by changing binaurally the phase of either the signal

or noise by 180 degrees. This allows separation of the signal and noise so that selective listening can

be performed (see Figure D-32).

Applications: Commercial applications of binaur-d processing concepts are in the binaural

recording industry. The recordings attempt to provide the listener with the same sounds having

spatial qualities that would be heard directly from the source. The recording technique entails placing

a pair of microphones in the ears of a dummy head, and recording the left and right inputs in separate

channels. The separation of tho signals are maintained all the way to the listener's stereo headphones.

The final result is that the listener is sonically transported back to the source and thus experiences the

full spatial quality of the sound (see Figure D-33).(cll-c12)

Both NASA and the Air Force have used the concepts of binaural processing to develop a

three-dimensional auditory display system. The effectiveness of the 3-D auditory simulation was

evaluated by testing a person's ability to selectively listen and spatially locate a desired signal masked

in various other inputs and situated in a 360-degree sphere.(Cc 3c14)

For AIPS, binaural processing concepts can be used for localization of sound images by

manipulating the interaural signal differences rather than the 3-D auditory display. Binaural

processing integrated with noise filters, could provide soldiers with auditory protection and enhanced

hearing.

Advantages: Binrzural processing implementation provides a more realistic representation of the

acoustic environment in .erms of the spatial quality than either stereo or monaural techniques. It

allows faster identification and location of sound images as well as more intelligibility in

communication. Binaural processing integrated with noise filters will be valuable in a noisy

environment.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: In binaural recording, an accurate representation of the

sounds from the listener's point of view is highly dependent on the facial features and pinna (outer

ear) shapes and dimensions of each listener as well as of the recording dummy head Thus the spatial

quality of the sounds are different for each listener (see Figure D-34).(clI) Overcoming this

phenomenon will be necessary for future implementation with an AIPS, in which "custom-fitting"

each soldier with his/her own system is not practical.

Presently, a thorough xiderstanding of how the auditory system processes binaural signals is

lacking. Without a clear unde,standing, applications of binaural concepts are accomplished using
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external methods such as manipulation of the acoustic environment, i.e.. the location of the recording

- 1 devices or output speakers, rather than of the binaural signals themselves. Neural networks have been

developed to model the binaural processor of the human auditory system, but no model has

satisfactorily explained all the phenomena associated with binaural hearing. Thus more research is

needed for implementation of binaural processing in AIPS and thus development is mid-term, medium

risk.

3.4.3 Wireless LANs

Descrittion: Wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) are systems for linking computers with

.1other workstations and devices in nearby locations without interconnecting cables. Truly wireless

systems use either radio or infrared light for data transmission. Radio transmission is typically

achieved in a wide bandwidth in the UHF range (406-470 or 902-928 MHz).

Speed, power, range, and cost of commercial systems vary. Of those investigated, infrared

systems transfer data at approximately 140 kbps (kilobits per second) to 16 Mbps. and have a range of

N -70 feet. Radio systems are slower, at 9 kbps to 2 Mbps, but have a range of 300 feet to 100 miles

(with repeaters). The cost of wireless LANs ranges between $300 and $5300 .(C15s-Cs)

"ApRlications: Wireless LANs are effective for office computer networks, especially when

computers are often being added, removed, or relocated, or when running cable would be difficult or

"impossible. They could also used in land mobile or ship-to-ship applications.

This technology may be adaptable to AEPS interpersonal, intra-unit communications ira order to

transmit electronic data between individuals or to communicate with a central computer.

Advantages: The main attraction of wireless LANs is their flexibility. Without cable

connections, computers can be very mobile. Workstations or devices can be quickly and easily

installed or removed from the network. Wireless LANs allow networking when cable is not an

alternative.

UHF radio can use spread spectrum technology and encrypted transmission to provide

security.(c20) Infrared transmission is difficult to detect and intercept. Infrared also is being

developed to allow data transmission speeds faster than what is normally achieved with cables.(C16)

Limitationr.Developmental Risk: Both radio and infrared LANs have limimtions. Infrared

communication requires a line of sight between the sender and receiver, or between those and a

common reflector. Alignment of the beam is critical, weather conditions may hinder communication,
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and the current range is limited (one commercial system recommends a maximum of 70 feet).(C15'CI 6)

LAN radio transmission is subject to interference, and it is currently much slower than cable

transmission.(C15) The packaging of commercial LAN components may not be practical for an

individual to carry. Although these limitations present challenges, some forms of wireless LANs may

be implemented in an AIPS in the near term with relatively low risk.

3.4.4 Laser Communications

Description: Laser technology offers a broader and far-reaching spectra for forms of

communicating than ever before. Future communication systems will incorporate such technologies

as infrared transmission, specific radio frequencies, and transmission by laser modulated light. The

basis behind laser modulated light is the interpretations of pulses of laser light in a direct

communication link. Laser modulated light will become quite popular as it has infinite applications.

With the addition of optoelectronics in computer chips, laser type communication may possibly be the

information transmission and processing mode for the future.

Applications: The U.S government has sponsored R&D for the past 20 years to develop

spaceborne laser communication systems using frequency-doubled diode-pumped lasers. The

communication could be from a ground station to a satellite or spacecraft/aircraft or from a satellite

onto a ground target or even to an underwater target. There has been an R&D effort for about 15

years to develop laser techniques for communicating between spacecraft/aircraft and submarines.

Problems have arisee matching the right wavelength laser to penetrate through water.((c2.C22)

Point-to-point iand based laser communications are being developed by the Army and Navy.

The system is narrow beamed and extremely secure, transmitting both voice and data. Progress has

been hampered by problems dealing with the battlefield and sea obscurants. On land, variants such as

fog, dust and smoke can severely alter a communication. Problems with water-borne transmission

include the severe backscatter of the sea.(c2)1

Advantages: Laser communication provides a more secure communication link as the laser is a

direct shot to the target versus a radio wave which has a broad range. Unless the opposition was

directly in the laser's path of communication it would be extremely difficult to intercept any

information. Also the total time of transmission is quite small compared to most other forms of

communication. In laser communications the light pulse is less than 1 second.
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Lasers can also be employed in some effect for the detection of chemical and biological

warfare. This involves the use of tunable-laser-radar systems for remote detections of agents in

biological or chemical weapons. The Army has developed a CO2 laser-based chemical-detection

system. The only drawback with this system is that the range of tunability is quite small and thus it

does not have a wide range of agent application.(C21)

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Lasers would provide near instantaneous feedback and would

be far more secure than current systems used today. Alternatively, short bursts of information may

provide adequate contact. Unfortunately, these systems are limited to line-of-sight communications

and by the horizon. At present the current limitations involve the medium which the laser travels

through. Such impurities as fog clouds, dust, or smoke can obscure the information to be

communicated. New wavelengths and satellite relays may provide solutions to these problems in the

future. Other limitations include size and power constraints. As computing power increases these

can be overcome, but there is a limiting factor that will be reached with current computing

techniques.(C21) Scientists at IBM are currently examining switching processes at the molecular level,

which is the limit for current modes of computing. As for speed, we are constrained by the speed of

light.(C22) Laser communications will mature as the military and industry identify more specific

applications, which will propagate research into identifying lasers practical for AIPS applications,

such as ground-to-ground or ground-to-air communications. Laser communication is a mid-term, low

risk technology.

3.4.5 Impractical Communication Technologies

Fiber Optics

Optical fibers are composed of a center core through which digital data is transmitted as a

series of light pulses. Cladding over the core prevents light from escaping and an outer buffer layer

provides protection from environmental exposure. Advantages to fiber optic links are their high data

transmission rates, non-radiating transmission signature, immunity to electromagnetic interference,

and their light weight compared to conventional cables. However, attempting to link soldier-to-

soldier via fiber optics would be extremely difficult and very impractical, thus fiber-optics were not

considered in the AIPS evaluation.
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3.5 SYSTEM CONTROLS

This section of the report discusses technologies that will be useful in integrating technologies

discussed in previous sections. Table 3-6 lists and describes briefly technologies identified during the

evaluation.

Table 3-6. Summary of System Control Technologies

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Not Body Armor, Advanced full body armor system.
Considered1  Powered

Digital Video Advanced video capabilities.

Active Badges Monitoring and identification through an electronic badge
______....___ system.

Visual/Audio Scanning technologies used to supplement voice and vision.
Scanning

"Graphical User Ability to upgrade from 2-D to 3-D makers user feel more at
Interfaces ease with system.

Computer Controlling temperature throughout the computerized system.
Thermal Control

Considered Advanced Data Advances in analog and digital processing equipment for
Processing vision, communications, and system controls

Neural Networks Continuous, real time analog data processing (analog
neuroprocessors).

Optoelectronics Wiring and circuitry based on light impulses rather than
electric charges.

Fuzzy Logic Using digital computers for analog-type data processing.

Artificial Sight & Brain stimulation to enhance bodily functions and obtain
Optical Imaging human feedback.

These technologies were either impractical or describe general methods for implementing
technologies discussed in previous sections. Although these t-chnologies were not
considered in the evaluation, they are described briefly in Section 3.5.6.
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3.5.1 Advanced Data Processin2

Description: AIPS will require advanced computer data processing for system controls, video

displays, and communications. The computing unit for AIPS will have to be compact, light weight,

"and capable of rapid data processing. Advanced data processing includes any technologies that offer

potential for increasing process time or reducing the size and weight of current computing hardware.

* New developments in this area include the use of holographic memory and advancements in optical

disk speed and capacity. Other technologies in this area include neural networks, optoelectronics, and

fuzzy logic (discussed in sections that follow). Only a limited application of these technologies exist

in commercial products today. However, they all offer significant improvements in computer

technology, which will be a great benefit for an AIPS.

Apjolications: Currently Bell Communications Research Inc. is refining a holographic memory

system they have developed. The system will enable chips to contain 10 times the current capacity

and enable them to receive data 1000 times as fast. Holographic imaging can store a greater amount

J of data in virtually the same size system. With the use of lasers, greater speeds can be achieved to

create holograms, this has led to further research for use with optical neural networks. Currently the

laser is separated into two separate beams with the information in the form of an optical image carried

in one of these beams. The other beams serves as a reference beam. Light regulating modulators

combine the two beams inside a crystal to create the three dimensional holographic images. These

images can be retrieved in a moments notice when illuminated by the reference beam. (s1)
/

Using optical technology, advances have been made in other areas. The use of this technology
J has increased the amount of data that could be stored while decreasing the amount of time required to

7

access it. Optical systems pick up pulses of light rather than electronic signals. Several companies

have been exploring these types of systems and have made advances in regard to speed and

"capacity.('z AIPS can benefit greatly from this speed increase, especially in the case of neural

networking.

Another company, Velox Computer Technology, has been able to increase the clock speed of

their processors by using a cooling system called ICEIET, which employs thermoelectric cooling

(discussed in Section 3.2.4). The system cools the chip down to permit it to process at higher speeds.

Hitachi has developed a process called "x-ray lithography" to etch lines of 0.1 micron, which they say

will enable them to produce a one-gigabit chip by the year 2000. .
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Advantages: The use of holographic technology will allow the data processing unit to operate

much faster. Also more data can be stored in the same amount of space than before. Advantages

with optical systems are that in picking up pulses of light they generate less heat than current

processing units and thus do not have as great a need to be cooled down. New computer systems will

offer quicker response times, more data storage capacity, and be available in smaller volumes.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Each individual system has its own limit as to speed and

capacity with new advances going toward improving efficiency. The research and development of the

electronics industry will spur advances in computing technology, especially in microelectronics.

Based on the historical evolution of computing technology to date, it is not unrealistic to predict that

hardware with today's PC capabilities will be the size of pocket calculators in the year 2020.

3.5.2 Neural Networks

Description: Future data processors will need to work on a real time basis with analog signals.

For example, consider a vision system that processes data from various optical sensor inputs then

projects an image onto a video display screen directly in front of a soldier's face. If a soldier turns his

head, the hirnge he sees should be the scene directly in front. A time lag in proce-sing the scene

directly in front of the soldier could be fatal. Neural networks can work to reduce and eventually

eliminate this time delay.

Neural networks can process analog data continuously, while digital computers must sample the

analog data and then after processing, attempt to "smooth" the data over the unsampled time. For

this reason analog neuroprocessors (ANPs) will be favored over today's digita, computers. ANPs are

modeled after biological neural networks. They are adaptable to many different applications. One of

the greatest advantages to neural networks is their ability to learn and compute based on what they

receive from an outside stimuli. They may also be extremely valuable for communications and vision

systems of the future.

Applications: Cognex has developed a system which uses artificial intelligence techniques to

modify a vision procedure that the firm calls searching. Instead of resorting intensive calculations to

compare a stored image with a sample image, Cognex scans the sample at low resolution and uses

artificial-intelligence-based algorithms to guess where the object should be within the image. This
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could be used to identify and analyze detailed surveillance-satellite images. Therein also lies the

possibility of combining this type of system with infrared and radar thus improving the subjects "night

sight"!")

fl Cincinnati Millicron has been developing a machine vision system which scans an object for

manufacturing. The system is capable of perceiving depth in real time as it moves. When coupled

with a neural computer, the system can prove to be quite effective. Currently they have implemented

neural networks in robot guidance, flaw identification, inspection, and welding.05 )

Two researchers have refined a system which trains the neural network using the self-

organization method of unsupervised learning. This type of system generates feature maps for pattern

recognition. The system is currently in the research stage but delivers speed at a relatively low

cost.s6) Such a system could enhance a soldier's vision to help spot the enemy. This automatic

target recognition can help a soldier identify a fighter plane, an armored vehicle, or another soldier.

Several neural networks have been applied to computer vision systems by the Worcester

Polytech Inst. Various models are presented of which several have been simulated on a computer.(TP)

3 • Work has also been done concerning speech recognit.on, sonar signal identification, and seismic

signal discrimination.(ss)

SAdvantages; The ability of neural networks to emulate the human brain makes them adaptable

to just about system where input is received and needs to be acted upon. Also neural networks have

3 tremendous identification capabilities that a human can miss due to monotony, small sample size, or

clarity. Neural networks have proven quite beneficial in vision systems due to their learning

3 capability as well as their capability of "real-time* data processing, which will be exploited greatly in

the coming years as computer speed increases.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Most of the neural networks currently used are industrial

based and very simple compared to what could be implemented in theory. Most of the systems being

developed at present are only capable of low-level recognition. More research needs to be done to

"implement the numerous tleories presented.

More promotion of the project is needed to maintain funding necessary for development, as

large scale design and programming of neural network chips have not materialized. Neural networks

are a mid-term, medium risk technology.
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3.5.3 0ptoelectronics

Description: Another radical departure from traditional electronic computing is the

introduction of optical computing components that use light as the working medium rather than

electrical charges. The field of optoelectronics may soon provide a completely optical computer. The

light is generated by a single laser, and the light follows waveguides smaller than today's circuit

pathways. These wavegiides may be etched in a manner very similar to the process used to etch

circuits. Optical computers will be smaller, lighter, produce less heat, and require less power.

Optical computers will also be faster and more reliable as electromagnetic interference will be

eliminated.

Aptvlications: It has been proposed in an AT&T Bell Lab report that the movement of large

amounts of data will not be possible without optics and that the computer industry will eventually

reach a limiting factor with its current method. Optical switching and the use of fiber transmission

will make large data transfers possible.(s9) Aircraft will have the benefits of fiber-optic control to

transmit noise free, high speed data between a multitude of computers as well as audio and video

information to the flight crew. The Navy and NASA currently have a joint venture called FOCSI

(Fiber Optic Control System Integration) to build and test flight sensor systems for propulsion and

flight control.(SiO)

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. has successfully tested an optical neural network chip that they claim

can store self-learned knowledge for 20 minutes. Researchers created the device by fabricating eight

optical arithmetic elements and 64 optoelectronic memory elements onto a gallium arsenide substrate.

The arithmetic units process the data as light, and the memory units convert the results to electric

signals for storage. The part operates at 2,000 times the speed of a personal computer.tsn)

Advantages: Optoelectronical systems provide data transfer with virtually no magnetic

interference and at a much lower power.t s12) This immunity to electromagnetic interference would

result in more secure communications and more reliable transfer of data.

Benefits to AIPS would include size as an optical based system would be much smaller and weigh

considerably less than an electrical based system. Another benefit to AIPS would be the ability to

produce lighter and cooler computers with more compact circuitry. Also the :sv- t:ns presented could

be put in high explosive and high magnetic environments such as fuel areas. The chips themselves

would not produce short circuits or ground loops, and the threat of fire is minimized.
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Limitations/Developmental Risk: According to one published report it is difficult to pass

information from an optical module operating at near maximum throughput to other parts of a signal-

processing system.(s 3 ) Optical modules do not yet have the capability to perform nonlinear

operations on partially processed data that would greatly reduce the module output rates. The same

paper goes on to say that this can be taken care of by ceducing precision requirements by using

various adaptive learning techniques such as neural-net models. Industrial acceptance of

optoelectronics is low at present with most of the effort in the research stage and limited to prototype

demonstrations. This attitude is slowly changing with one scientist describing it as "a critical

emerging technology" that is slowly gaining momentum.(S1 3) Optoelectronics is a mid-term, low risk

technology.

3.5.4 Fuzzy Logic

Descrimtion: Fuzzy logic contrasts with digital logic in that inputs can be somewhere between

one and zero. For example, a digital analysis of an image may separate all the pixels into either a
"white" or "black" pixel, whereas a fuzzy logic analysis would be able to include an infinite range of

grays in between the white and black. The general concept being that computers can act on percentage

membership in a set, rather than simple yes/no criteria.(Sl4 )i

Apnlications: An AIPS could employ fuzzy logic in environmental control, image processing,

,* and comm'iunications. Greater control exists with fuzzy logic as the system acts on percentages and

"not true-false logic.

Advantages: Fuzzy logic tends to be more robust and fault-tolerant. It is capable of more

flexible operations over time versus simple yes/no type logic. Fuzzy logic systems could provide

enhanced data analysis over current digital systems.

Limitations/Developmental Risk: Part of the problem is programming a digital computer to

perform fuzzy logic operations. With some of the mathematical models proposed the error increases

exponentially with the number of stated variables. Fuzzy logic has been used in only a few

commercial products. Most of the effort is now in the research and development stage. Analog

computers may increase the use of fuzzy logic.(S15416) Research has been shifted to developing neural

networks, which can actually do analog processing, as opposed to simulating it. Fuzzy logic is a

mid-term, high risk technology.
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3.5.5 Artificial Sight & Optical Imagin!

Descrip~tion: Research on the brain itself is still in very primitive stages but much has been

learned about how the brain operates and processes information. Studies are limited due to the

availability of subjects. Some research has been done into the brain's ability to produce and interpret

vision. Several blind volunteers agreed to an artificial sight study in which small electrodes were

placed onto the back of their brain to enhance vision. Also several epileptic patients participated in

an optical imaging study in which light was shone onto the brain itself and thought processes were

able to be observed.

Applications: Regarding the vision study, researchers placed small electrodes onto the brain.

A small camera was used as the "eye" for the electrodes which sent back signals to the brain. The

signals were translated into phosphenes which the brain reacts to and transposes into sight. Most of

the volunteers describei seeing crude objects while some were able to see the horizontal or vertical

lines in a television set (see Figure D-35).t5 19)

In optical imaging researchers were able to directly view human thought processes, tracing the

complex pattern of electrical and chemical reactions to small clusters of brain cells. During surgery

on epileptic patients, the doctors directed a reddish light directly onto the brain, and photographed it

using a highly sensitive electronic imaging device. By comparing the pictures during a mental

activity with the pictures either before or after it, a computer highlighted the subtle differences in

reflected light. These differences represent the brain at different levels of thought.t s23 )

Advantapes: Most of the work in both of these areas is very limited but the future is very

broad and far reaching. As the thought processes of the brain are mapped, more of what is found can

be applied. In an AIPS, the system itself could conceivably be controlled just by thinking what you

want it to do. For example, if you start "feel" hot, a cooling fan automatically turns on inside your

unit. This may sound far-fetched but it is the ultimate goal of the researchers involved. With vision

enhancement, a camera could be developed that enhances the wearer's current vision, allowing the

user to see objects quite far away, retain his vision during night-time operations, or help him to filter

out undesirable objects.
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Limitations/Developmental Risk: As stated before these systems seem extremely far fetched

for soldier integration, but cannot be overlooked. A system capable of responding to a soldier's

thought could be invaluable. Most of the research being performed is being geared toward mapping

the brain and understanding "how" it works and not on how it can be harnessed. Also the availability

of experimental subjects is somewhat of a problem as volunteers are tough to come by for medical

safety reasons.

3.5.6 System Control Technologies Not Considered

Body Armor - Powered

The advanced body armor that a soldier of the future would wear would include many of the

systems described before, neural networks, artificial sight, etc. Much work has been done with exo-

skeletons in the area of lift enhancement (lifting heavy loads). Parts of this system could be used to

help a soldier lift objects, but would also encumber himJ.S19) In a report by DTIC they encounter

some of these ideas. While a fully encapsulated soldier would be protected from

chemical/thermal/etc. threat, they fear that an exo-skeleton might isolate the soldier from their

envirormert.(s°)

Dieital Video

Digital video is the process of converting live video from a TV, VCR, or camera into a digital

signal for display on a personal computer. The problems encountered with digital video rests in the

amount of memory and space it takes up. On a standard system, a 5 second image would take 40-50

megs of space. Apple Computers is working to change this, as they have indicated a desire to develop

products in this area.(s1) Digital audio for the time being has taken precedent in development and

seems to be the more worthwhile innovation considering the current level of technology.
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Active Badges

An active badge system is a small (credit card size) badge vhich sends out an infrared signal

every ten seconds. This signal then is sent to a central computer and can be used to locate a person

wearing a badge. Features of the system include routing phone calls to a phone near that person,

opening doors for authorized persons only, and access to certain levels of information on various

computers throughout the office. Drawbacks include a right to privacy and security, with the

computer not being able to tell if the person authorized to wear that badge is actually the one wearing

it.(S2 2 )

Visual and Audio Scannin!

Optical character recognition (OCR) scanners have been developed which can scan a typed

document and turn the document into a synthesized voice. Progress has been made dealing with

digitized tablets, voice input boards, audio input devices, while other technologies like a force sensing

spaceball have been created. Most of this work is done to give the user greater interaction between

himself and the computer. Voice recognition is now possible as is force sensing by means of a

spaceball. More companies are making use of the advances in computer input devices that convert

analog signals into digital data.(s 3 )

Graphical User Interfaces

As computers become more and more complex it is necessary and possible to enhance the

graphical output one views on the scr. . It is also necessary to make that output as simple as

possible so even those with virtually no no-nmuter experience can comprehend and manipulate.

Virtual reality is the ultimate goal of interfacing, but in the meantime several Japanese companies

have used virtual reality interfaces in the creation of other systems. One such system draws a 3-D

mask which moves and speaks in nearly real-time.(s24)
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Computer Thermal Control

A liquid heat sink has been developed for thermal cont::,l of computing systems. The heat sink

serves as a path to carry heat from components through housing to ground. The system consists of

multi-layered metallized plastic film with fire-retardant properties. Convection current carries heat

energy to opposite surface for transfer to cooler surface.(s2S)

Researchers at Tuffts University have developed a "smart" window which lets in heat and light

* according to temperature. Using relatively short pulses of electric current the window varies the

-I transparency to allow in more light during colder months while reflecting light during warmer

months.($2 6)
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

Future battlefield threats may be difficult to identify as novel nuclear, biological, and chemical

weapons are developed. Thus alternatives to mechanical/chemical filtration methods used today need

to be investigated. In order to provide respiratory protection to soldiers of the future, some type of

self-contained breathing apparatus miy be required, either in the form of oxygen storage or oxygen

generation.

Current oxygen storage techniques include compressed oxygen, compressed air, and mixed gas.

The critical shortfalls of these methods are size and weight of the storage containers and limited

protection times, which make them impractical for use with an individual soldier today. Major

1 advancements in lightweight, high-strength materials are needed to reduce the weight of current

oxygen storage containers. High pressure and cryogenic oxygen storage present potential

improvements to today's oxygen storage techniques.

An alternative to oxygen storage is chemical oxygen generation from superoxides, which react

with moisture and carbon dioxide in exhaled air to generate oxygen. Effective use of superoxides for

chemical oxygen geaeration requires proper storage because atmospheric air contains the ingredients

for reaction. Chemical oxygen generation also creates the problem of heat addition to the air, which

makes the air unpleasant to breath without a cooling system. These superoxides are currently used in

closed circuit rebreathers, which are generally lighter in weight than other systems, but also more

expensive and harder to maintain.

Research is being done on the electrolysis of water vapor for oxygen .:oduction. Combined

electrolysis of CO2 and water vapor has been achieved. Of the few respiratory protection

technologies identified during the evaluation, these appear to be the most promising for AIPS. The

majority of current research in this area is being funded by NASA, for future space station

applications. For AIPS, research needs to be done to develop an electrolytic cell that requires little

power and minimizes heat generated during the reaction. A lightweight, small volume system will be

needed. Oxygen generation from water vapor electrolysis could be combined with oxygen generation

from carbon dioxide in a closed system, for complete regeneration of exhaled air. Additional oxygen

could be generated from moisture vapor trapped inside a soldiers protective suit, which would provide

limited body cooling.
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Additional research being done with space stations is on the use of plants and algae to generate

oxygen in a bioregenerative support system. These conceptual space systems are on a much larger

scale than AIPS. However, perhaps some small plant life such as algae, moss, fungi, or even bio-

engineered bacteria could, in the future, provide enough supplemental oxygen and carbon dioxide

consumption for a rebreather system.

Regardless of the method of oxygen supply used, a rebreather would be recommended for

maximum use of the sources. All rebreathers must address the problems associated with the high

humidity generated in the exhaled gases. This may lead to fogging of the visor/faceplate and water

condensation within the "breathing bags" used by rebreathers to maintain a constant volume within the

system as the lungs are expanded and contracted. Most likely, respiratory cooling will be needed for

rebreathed air, oxygen generated from superoxides, or oxygen generated from electrzlysis.

It is difficult to predict where the technology will be for these conventional systems twenty to

thirty years in the future, especially considering the slow rate of development in previous years.

Work is being done to decrease the size of CO2 scrubbers from the use of new chemical processes

and air flow patterns to also increase scrubber efficiencies. Research in the area of respiratory

protection seems very limited, particularly for land use. Most research is now government sponsored

for underwater and space exploration. Thus, advances made by the commercial respiratory protection

industry will be needed to benefit AIPS.

4.2 TIERMAL MANAGEMENT

MCC is currently the most commonly used method for individual cooling. Application

of MCC for the military include air and liquid cooled vests worn by aircraft pilots, CVC personnel,

and explosive ordinance disposal personnel. These systems either supply conditioned air to a garment

lined with air distribution manifolds or recirculate a working fluid through a garment lined with

tubing. Both types require a cooling source and a pump/blower to move the working fluid. The

systems are fairly bulky, thus preventing them from being added to the soldier's load bearing

equipment. Breakthroughs are needed in personal cooling to reduce the size and weight of current

cooling units or new clothing material technologies.
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AIPS' thermal management system will need to be capable of one or all of the following:

' •respiratory cooling, suit cooling/heating, and equipment cooling. Technologies that offer alternatives

to current methods of cooling are phase change materials (PCM's), heat pipes, and thermoelectrity.

These technologies are also effective for heating.

7 1 PCM's rely on latent heat of fusion to absorb heat for cooling or release heat for heating.

They are generally so they are not lost to the enviroliment when they change phase. These capsules

(available in microscopic form) can be used to fill "pockets" in clothing (for passive heat exchange),

or are mixed with a liquid to form a slurry (for active heat exchange) that can be pumped through

channels or tubes woven into clothing.

Heat pipes are an old technology getting a second look. They are very simple devices that rely

on latent heat of vaporization. This simplicity makes them very reliable. Heat pipes operate between

a hot source and a cold source, even at small temperature differences (-5 *C). The heat source

"boils" a liquid, the vapor expands through a tube to the cold source where it condenses and flows

back to the heat source. Early forms of heat pipes were called "thermosyphones", which used gravity

to return the liquid to the heat source. There are many variations of the basic heat pipe idea,

including use in sateliites and in innovative cold-weather gloves that transfer heat from the elbow

region to the fingers to prevent frost-bite.

Thermoelectricity (TE) has also been around for a long time. TE is the production of a

thermal energy from electricity. The fundamental TE unit is a TE chip, which is made up of tiny TE

materials aligned in a way such that as a direct electric current passes through the chip, cooling is

accomplished. Heating is accomplished simply by reverse direction of the current. The most

common application of TE chips is cooling smadl electronic components.

There were not any "novel" methods of thermal management identified during the evaluation.

Thus, the future lies in developing application, "tat employ existing technologitz. Research in

industry will certainly continue to discover new materials for PCM's, heat pipes, and

thermoelectricity. Passive systems will have advantages of reliability, little or no power requirement,

low maintenance, and ruggedness. The use of multiple PCM's interwoven into clothing may provide

a wide range of heating and cooling for thermal comfort. Micro heat pipes woven into clothing may

help create nearly isothermal skin temperatures. These heat pipes could then be connected to a

central heating/cooling site. Lightweight heat sinks (PCM's) could b: carried that could be "plugged

in" to the suit when the current heat sink was filled/emptied, or when a different base temperature is

desired. Thermoelectricity can be employed with AIPS in a variety of ways; heating and cooling
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applications will require a DC voltage source. The basic technology for a thermally controlled suit

already exists. The future will require research into finding materials that operate effectively at near

ambient temperatures, and in improving efficiency to allow for extended operations.

4.3 VISION/OPTICS

The AIPS vision system will be required to provide enhanced vision and eye protection for the

soldier. This may be accomplished by integrating current protective masks with heads-up displays

and proteciive eyewear, or by developing a mask that enables a soldier to place a "video screen" over

his visor that graphically recreates his surroundings.

Current optics technology has been applied to night vision goggles, weapons, sights, heads-up

displays, and new miniature computer screens. Computer screens the size of credit cards that can be

placed in front of one eye are already in production. New methods of projecting computer images

with vibrating mirrors, LED's, and laser diodes are being researched.

If developmen~t of protective eyewear for the soldier can not keep up with advancements in

direct energy weapons (e.g., lasers), a vision system capable of both filtering out harmful effects and

providing a graphical display from optical inputs will be needed in the future. A system of this type

will depend heavily on advancements in image processing and optical sensor technology.

Image processing is necessitated by the lack of sensors with an image quality that matches the

human eye. Neural networks and innovative computer algorithms are being developed to enhance

sensor images. Image compression is included in this area because of the need for a computer to

store and analyze several frames of imagery to accurately enhance moving images, and AIPS may be

limited in computer memory.
"Intelligent sensors," photosensors embedded in a neural network to improve image sensing by

approximating the human eye, and thermal imaging are research areas attempting to improve vision

systems. Combining and comparing different images may help computers identify objects. Three-

dimensional imaging overlaps with the research being done in virtual reality. Three dimensional

images displayed on a computer screen are more realistic and could provide much more information

to the viewer. Geometric reasoning could be used in identification of enemy equipment from only a

limited amount of video input.
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An AIPS vision system could integrate several technologies mentioned above to provide the

soldier with enhanced vision, eye protection, and identification in all operating environments by

replacing the current see-through visor with a computer controlled screen. Advancements in image

iatensifier tubes (night vision goggles) and intelligent photosensors, integrated with a neural network,

will enable a live scene to be completely recreated with video graphics. Three dimensional imaging

could be added to give the viewer depth perception. Geometric reasoning could assist the soldier in

identifying signatures of itemns in the field of view.

Image data processed by the AIPS vision system could also be transmitted, in real time, to

other soldiers or the command post, thus allowing others to "experience" what the soldier is seeing.

This data could be recorded and later used in a virtual reality combat simulation.

The development of a high-tech vision system for AIPS will be limited by the size, weight, and

power needed to operate the data pr'Žcessing equipment that integrates visual display technologies.

The size and weight shortfalls will be overcome by advancements in microprocessors and

microelectronics for the computer graphics industry. However, advancements in individual power do

not appear as promising.

4.4 COMMUNICATIONS

The AIPS communication system will need to integrate the soldier to his computer, to his

squad, and to his commanding officer. In addition, the system will need to provide the soldier with

en'hanced hearing capabilities and auditory protection.

Current research in the area of communications is focused on voice (speech) recognition

systems, binaural processing, local area networks (LAN's), and lasers. Significant research in the

- - area of auditory enhancement was not identified.

Computer controls activated by human speech are being developed. Emphasis is on creating a

* system which is speaker-independent (not limited to a single person) for performing computer

commands. Speaker-dependent systems will still be used for security purposes. Voice control of

computer systems would allow hands-free and semi-eyes-free computer manipulation. Voice synthesis

is improving at the same time. Computers for AEPS may be controlled entirely by voice commands

and could provide a great deal of information back to the user by voice, as opposed to sight, which

requires leaving other tasks to read a heads-up display screen.
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Binaural processing is a computational method for creating spatial effects sensed by the human

auditory system. Binaurals, integrated with neural networks, will allow soldiers to maintain complete

auditory perception, even when wearing protective head gear.

Wireless LAN's are being developed that may have potential applications for AIPS in close-

combat ground operations. Current wireless LAN's use either radio frequency or infrared signals for

inter-office operations.

Lasers are useful for safe, accurate rangefinding, target identification, and some secure

communications. Unfortunately, communication must be point-to-point and is often limited by

obscurants (smoke, dust, fog) and often requires a lot of power which makes the systems very bulky.

As laser research continues, AIPS applications for communications may emerge.

Advancements in communication technologies will derive from industrial research efforts.

Much research is being done on ways to improve the quality and efficiency of domestic and global

conmunication systems. The only real challenge for AIPS is integrating technologies available in the

"future. A communication system for AIPS will have capabilities for both long range and short range

transmitting and receiving. AIPS may also employ an enhanced auditory filter that would amplify

selected sounds, such as nearby voices, and remove offensive or dangerous background sounds, such

as helicopter rotors or explosions.

"4.5 SYSTEM CGNTROLS

In the year 2020, AIPS will require more than a simple feedback contrc. stem with sersors,

switches, and display gauges. Most of the technologies discussed in section l..u V; Ii need to be

controlled and operated by a central or individual computing system. The potential of some of these

systems depends on the CPU's speed, storage capacity and tolerances to heat. If the CPU is soldier

mounted then size, weight, power, and durability will need to be considered.

The speed of the processing chip will be essential to AIPS. Faster and larger capacity chips

are constantly being introduced in the marketplace. The need for real time signal processing and

"computing exceeds current capability. Real-time processing is within reach. While we are nearing

real-time processing, the research community is approaching a limiting potential on the current

generation of computer chips. In the future, chips will work on the molecular level making it

virtually impossible to downsize any further.
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Binaural processing is a computational method for creating spatial effects sensed by the human

T* auditory system. Binaurals, integrated with neural networks, will allow soldiers to maintain complete

auditory perception, even when wearing protective head gear.

Wireless LAN's are being developed that may have potential applications for AIPS in close-

combat ground operations. Current wireless LAN's use either radio frequency or infrared signals for

inter-office operations.

Lasers are useful for safe, accurate rangefinding, target identification, and some secure

communications. Unfortunately, communication must be point-to-point and is often limited by

obscurants (smoke, dust, fog) and often requires a lot of power which makes the systems very bulky.

As laser research continues, AIPS applications for communications may emerge.

Advancements in communication technologies will derive from industrial research efforts.

Much research is being done on ways to improve the quality and efficiency of domestic and global

communication systems. The only real challenge for AIPS is integrating technologies available in the

future. A communication system for AIPS will have capabilities for both long range and short range

transmitting and receiving. AIPS may also employ an enhanced auditory filter that would amplify

selected sounds, such as nearby voices, and remove offensive or dangerous background sounds, such

as helicopter rotors or explosions.

4.5 SYSTEM CONTROLS

In the year 2020, AIPS will require more than a simiple feedback control syst,:rm with sensors,

switches, and display gauges. Most of the technologies discussed in Section 3.0 will need to be

controlled and operated by a central or individual computing system. The potential of some of these

systems depends on the CPU's speed, storage capacity and t o to heat. If the CPU is soldier

mounted then size, weight, power, and durability will need to 'I", considered.

The speed of the processing chip will be essential to AIPS. Faster and larger capacity chips

are constantly being introduced in the marketplace. The need for real time signal processing and

computing exceeds current capability. Real-time processing is within repch. While we are nearing

real-time processing, the research community is appr'aching limiting potential on the current

generation of computer chips. In the future, chips wil work on the molecular level making it

virtually impossible to downsize any further.
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Computer power is constantly being compressed into smaller physical sizes. The typical

desktop micro-computer already has much more capabilities than the 1960's mainframe, which filled a

room. Random access memory (RAM) capability quadruples about every two to three years. In the

case of personal computers, the progression through the 1980's has been from !6 kbit, through 64

kbit, 256 kbit, 4 Mbit, to 16 Mbit RAM currently available, with 64 Mbit RAM within sight.(t10 ) The

computing power available from future computer chips will greatly exceed All 3 requirements for

data processing.

Computing power will be enhanced greatly with neural networks, which would make use of

computing advances as larger and more complex neurals could be developed. Neurals will be able to

simulate human thought processes and learn from the actions they perform or mistakes they make.

This will greatly incaease the effectiveness of the individual soldier. Neural networks could be

incorporated into other AIPS technologies that would benefit from computer assisted "thinking".

A neural network could monitor sensory input from AIPS' subsystems to learn a soldier's

physical behavior. For example, a respiratory system integrated with a neural network could

memorize an individual's breathing pattern under normal and stressful conditions. When these

conditions are encountered again, the system would remember how much breathing assistance was

needed, thus optimizing use of oxygen (or other air supply). In an AIPS visual system where a

soldier's immediate surroundings are recreated on a screen in front of the eyes (requiring real time

processing of images), neural networks could be used to enhance process times without consuming all

of the CPU's memory. In AIPS' communicatiori., neural networks will enhance voice recognition

systems where the computer can learn individual's voices, which will increase speech processing.

Neural networks could be used in battlefield management, in which a squad of soldiers would be

continuously updated on the status of their position with respect to one another and the enemy.
Optoelectronics is another technology that will enhance signal processing and improve system

effectiveness, with the medium of data transfer being pulses of light rather than electrical pulses. The

main advantages being the absence of heat and interference from magnetic fields. The electronic

signature of a soldier wearing an AIPS could be reduced significantly with the use of optoelectronics.

Potential system failure caused by electromagnetic interference could also be reduced.

While new device technology will provide far-reaching capabilities, equally important is the

packaging, assembly, and interconnection of multiple micro-devices into a compact, integrated

system. Advances in micro-machining of electronics and small devices will be needed to support
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integration of these Lomponents into an AIPS. Future AIPS designers must evaluate the feasibility of

downsizing high-tech system applications as they are introduced by the research community.

Hardware for future control systems will be much smaller and have increased capacity over

today's system. Up to now, manufacturers have kept up with advancements ini the electronics

industry and will probably continue to do so. Thus, most, if not all of the technologies mentioned

here will be developed enough for AIPS application.

A critical factor in designing system controls for an AIPS will be availability of power. Major

breakthroughs arc needed in the area of individual power, to support the integration of future

technologies discussed in this evaluation.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONSI
Table 5-1 lists technologies considered applicable to AUPS .and our suggested plan for ERDEC's

* utilization of these technologies. The three recommendation categories are presented below. Recall

that risk definitions were presented in Section 2.5.

Define Further: ERDEC should conduct or fund an additional investigation in the near term
into this area. The technology is likely already there or is being advanced elsewhere.
However, the precise payoff to ERDEC is not clear, and the required independent advances are
not well known.

iExpi : The concept and/or associated technologies are in early development,) appear very
promising for far-term implementation. Coordination with the sponsoring organizations is
required and suggested to define needs. ERDEC funds could enhance the rate at which this
technology matures.

Monitor: ERDEC should not fund any research in this area, but should be prepared to exploit
advances being made. No ERDEC funds are necessary to spur development, although ERDEC
funds may be necessary to actually extract and utilize a given technology as it matures.

Table 5-1. Summary of Technologies, Risk Assessment and Recommendations

Technology Risk Recommendation

Oxygen Storage Near-term, medium risk Monitor

Oxygen Rebreathing Sear-term, low risk Monitor

Oxygen Generation from CO2 using N( , r-term, low risk Exploit
Superoxides

Oxygen Generation from CO2 using Mid-term, medium risk Define further
Electrolysis . ... .. .

Oxygen Generation from Water Vapor Mid-term, medium risk Exploit
Electrolysis ....

Oxygen Generation from Plant/Algae Growth Far-term, h 'h risk Monitor

Phase Change Materials Near-term, medium risk Exploit'

Heat Pipes Mid-term, lov isk Exploit'

Thermoelectricity Mid-term, medizm risk Exploit'
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Technology Risk [ Recommendation

Image Intensifier Tubes Near-term, low risk Monitor

Heads-up Displays Near-term, low risk Exploit 2

Scanning Mirrors Near-term, low risk Monitor

Intelligent Photosensors Mid-term, high risk Monitor

Image Enhancement/Compression Far-term, medium risk Monitor

3-D Imaging Mid-term, medium risk Monitor

Geometric Reasoning Mid-term, medium risk Monitor

Virtual Reality Mid-term, low risk Monitor

Voice Recognition Near-termn, medium risk Monitor

Binaural Processing Mid-term, medium risk Exploit

Wireless LAN's Near-term, low risk Monitor

Laser Communications Mid-term, low risk Monitor

Advanced Data Processing Mid-term, medium risk Monitor

Neural Networks Mid-term, medium risk Define further

Optoelectronics Mid-term, low risk Monitor

Fuzzy Logic Mid-term, high risk Monitor

Artificial Sight and Optical Imaging Far-term, high risk Monitor

1 Need to monitor NRDEC's MCC programs.
2 Need to monitor NRDEC's SIPE program.

For technologies that should be "monitored", current research efforts and active organizations are

contained in Appendix E. Occasional contact with these organizations will enable ERDEC to stay up-

to-speed on state-4-the-art technologies. Additional information and program plans on technologies

that should be "exploited" or "defined further" is contained in Appendix F. This information will be

useful for establishing basic research programs for maturing these technologies for future

implementation into an AIPS.
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This document will serve as a database for technologies applicable to an individual protection

system of the year 2020. At a mini mum, all technologies should be monitored for hardware

development, especially for vision and communications. The commercial industry will continue to

introduce electronic "gadgets" and "gizmos" that may have applications related to AlPS. Effectively

monitoring these technologies can be done by periodically reviewing some of the science and

engineering journals listed previously in Section 2.3.
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6.0 SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The technology evaluation for an Advanced Individual Protection System (AL'-' iC the year

4 2020 focused on technologies that could provide enhanced respiratory protection, therm.11

management, vision, communications, and system control to the individual soldier. Thus. <. stem

concepts presented in this section deal primarily with head and neck protection, rather than rV'Jody

* protection. A protective suit will be an integral part of an AMPS and must not be overlooked,

however, protective material technologies were not addressed in this evaluation. Because the AIPSI evaluation dealt with technologies not fully developed, we have the flexibility to create various

concepts for technology integration.

Current head protection, respiratory protection, eye protection, vision enhancement, and

communications are provided to the individual via separate hardware components: helmet, protective

mask, laser protective goggles, night vision goggles, and radios. A future system may integrate all of

these features into a single system. In congrue.nce with other Army programs, such as SIPE and

TEISS, a modular approach will be taken for AMPS.

An ALPS will consist of a respiratory protection unit, a helmet with enhanced vision and

communication systems, a thermal control system, an individual computer for system control, and

power unit, as shown in Figure 2. The respiratory unit, computer, and power source would be

mounted to the soldier's backpack. Thermal control will be implemented at various locations

throughout the system, therefore is not shown in Figure 2.

The respiratory protection unit would consist of aa oxygen supply or oxygen generation

module, connected to a translucent, form fitting mask (similar to RESPO 21 concepts). The mask

would be integrated with close-fitting, impermeable hood. A sketch of the mask/hood configuration

is shown in Figure 3. A rebreather-type system that employs oxygen generation from carbon dioxide

(via electrolysis or chemical reaction with superoxides) would be recommended for maximum use of

* available oxygen sources. The supply and return breathing lines would be constructed of a rigid

* material and would be an integral part of the -nask/hood arrangement, in order to prevent unnecessary

* damage (i.e. rupture) to the lines. A back-up filter should be designed into the system in the event of

rebreather failure. Oxygen supply/generation will be needed for protection against unknown threats

U ~of the future. If filtration technologies keep up with modern warfare, then the respiratory concepts

presented here can be replaced with filters.
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The mask/hood will include communication and sensor cables for integration with protective

headgear. Electronics of the mask would include audio input/output (mnicrophone/speaker),

thermocouples for temperature measurement, pressure sensors for respiratory monitoring, and perhaps

thermoelectric chips for cooling locations on the mask where heat build-up most often occurs. When

the need for respiratory protection arises, the soldier will don his/her mask, then connect to their

helmet, which will be the center- of intelligence for the soldier.

The helmet will be used to improve a soldier's visual and auditory capabilities, while at the

same time provide protection to the soldier's eyes and ears. An AlPS helmet would resemble a

motorcycle helmet or fighter pilots helmet, versus helmets used by combat personnel today (see

Figures 4 and 5). Current forms of enhanced vision (e.g. night vision goggles) and radio

communications will be integrated into the protective headgear. With future advancements in

microelectronics ard reducing the size of computing power, more hardware can be incorporated into

the liner/shell of the helmet.

As a future scenario could encompass several image sensors to provide visible light, infrared,

and perhaps mmn-wave radar images that would be processed by a flexible, teachable neural network

computer and displayed on the inside of the ALPS visor. Although computer-gene, ated, the image on

the screen may be extremely realistic, and object identification may also be provided. This may be

the soldier's main source of visual input, especially if future battlefield threat requires a totally

encapsulated suit (sealed from head to toe). If threat permits use of a detachable helmet system, a

shield over the visor could provide protectioa from flash, lasers, radiation, and projectiles.

The shield could be lifted to expose a translucent visor that partially protects the soldier's eyes

and face, but allows for sight in case the computer is down, power is lost, or if the soldiet is away

from the combat site.

If optical input sensors were to malfunction, the wearer woud need to rely on his own vision.

A flip-type or retractable visor would be needed to disable the camera system and enable the natural

vision system.

In the vision system above, a protective helmet face shield would be replaced with a computer

screen, and the images projectoe upon that screen would be the images the cameras/optical sensors

see. Thus the threat of blinding ~' e soldier with lasers, bright light, or any other future threat would

be eliminated, by electronically or optically filtering out potential hazards. In graphically re-creating

* a scene, several cameras would be needed to give the soldier depth perception. Currently, at least

two cameras are needed to accomplish this. In the future, cameras could be mounted around the
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Figure 5. Helmet With Pull-Down Visor/Screen
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m helmet giving the soldier "eyes in the back of his head". The extra cameras could be employed to
$ give a more realistic view as the wearer turns his head. As the head is turned left the computer

anticipates this and starts tracking images using the cameras to the left so that no time is wasted

waiting for the cameras to catch up. Also this possibility enables the user to actually get a "preview"

of the view to the left than if he were using his natural vision. The addition of intelligent photosensors

on the cameras in the back of the head would detect motion that the soldier was not looking directly

at. Thus if a soldier was looking forward and there was movement behind him the intelligent

photosensing system would realize this and transmit a message to the wearer, the wearer could then

switch to an alternate camera. Processing speed right now makes this type of system impossibl. but

anticipating real-time computing in the future makes this all the more probable.

Image enhancement and comnpressi on would be incorporated to help clarify all images received.

Such a system would take each "frame of film" and visually enhance thc unclear parts by comparing

it to successive frames and eliminating the noise that can vary from frame to fcame. This process at

present is too slow to be practical but as the computing speed is increased the enhancement

capabilities increase. A ';ngle trame image enhancing system might be of some use in an AIPS as a

soldier could zoom in an area of interest and then let the computer take over. It could help to

identify military vehicles, key personnel, etc. Image compression would allow such photos to be

transmitted from one soldier to another or iven back to base.

Regardless of the technology available in the future, a soldier will most often depend on his

own eyesight rather than processed images that have been filtered for harmful effects. Thus, passive

eye protection would have to be provided. A translucent visor shield would be made from material

imipermneable to lasers, as a glance at a laser could blind a soldier and render him handicapped. This

system would be able to incorporate a limtited form of heads-up display for displaying useful

information to the soldier, such as possible enemy positions, mission messages from base, or a

directional compass. The use of heads up display would have to be limited to the soldier's capability

to process information. Overloading the soldier with unnecessary information or obstructing his field

of view would reduce the efficiency in executing his mission. A retractable, scanning mirror display

midght be of some use here, as the soldier could access limited information from a small display as

needed. Scanning mnirrors can be used to display terrain maps, preview a zurrent mission, show

diagrams of enemy installations, or give d'tailed instructions on equipment repair. A scanning mirror

could be incorporated underneath or just inside the soldier's visor. Some sort of automatic retraction
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would be needed so that it could be removed from view when not in use. A possibility exists t o

retract it back into the helmet possibly by issuing a voice recognition command.

Voice recognition will enable the user to "speak" his comnnnds and have the system respond

to them. This will enhance his ability to do other things as he will not waste time fuxmbling around

looking for knobs, buttons, etc. Problems such as being too hot or too cold could be corrected by

simply telling the CPU that he is too hot. From there various systems would then kick in to rectify

the situation. Voice recognition could also be used as a security measure. If an AIPS suit were to fall

into enemy hands the information in it could be safe guarded by requiring the new user to have a

voice print on file. Although this could probably be overridden it could serve as a safeguard by

stalling the enemy trying to obtain the needed information. The main benefit though to voice

recognition is it frees up the soldiers time to perform other tasks. In combat the extra second gained

by voice recognition could mean the difference between success and failure.

Other auditory enhancements will also be made, one is binaural processing, which will simulate

stereo and spatial snund inside the helmet. Wearing a close-fitting mask/helmet system causes

discomfort to the soldier, as he is not really acting or reacting to the environment as he normally

does. A helmet as such can make the wearer feel isolated and limits his interactions. The

advancements in binaural processing might change this by enhancing the soldier's auditory

capabilities. The soldier hears a three dimensional stereo sound, which would help him mesh with the

environment much better. Hearing sensors for binaural processing could be used as magnifiers and

filters, magnifying the inaudible sounds and filtering c'it unwanted background noises. such as a

running engine. Such a system could be extremely sensitive to noise levels. An explosion could be

filtered out to protect and preserve the users hearing while low level noises could be amplified to

enhance the users hearing.

Different types of outgoing communication that could be incorporated into AIPS are being

developed. Laser communications provide a more secure transmission of data compared to current

radio frequency transmission. A small laser would be mounted above the soldiers head could provide

line of sight communications Current methods of communication have broad signal transmissions,

which are easy to intercept when compared to a laser system with a signal only as thick as a laser,

which is directed ~-one specific point. Advancements in laser communications could enable
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information to be transmitted to a soldier from halfway around the world via satellites. Wireless

LAN's could also be incorporated here, however, current technology would be limited to soldier to

soldier communication. Hard-to-detects LAN's could be designed, but are only practical for short

distances. Both systems offer greater security than communication systems of today.

Some of these technologies may seem far-fetched but with the advancements in computing

technology, they are all very possible in the future. Projecting current technology thirty years into

the future is a highly uncertain task. Yet current technology research can be used as a springboard

for idealistic visions. Such "dreams" may not be realistic, but they may serve as goals to work

toward and as such are extremely valuable at the very early stages of system development.
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ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

AIPS Advanced Individual Protection System
ANP analog nueroprocessors
ANVIS Aviators Night Vision Imaging System
ARDEC Armament Research Development Engineering Center
ATD Advanced Technology Demonstration
ATD Aided Target Detection
BRDEC Belvoir Research Development Engineering Center
CBIAC Chemical Warfare/Chemical and Biological Defense Information Analysis Center
CCD liquid crystal display
CCD charged coupled device
CECOM Communications and Electroncis Command
CELSS Closed (or Controlled) Ecological Life Support System
CPU computer processing unit
CRT cathode ray tube
CVC combat vehicle crew
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
DTIC Defense Technical Information Center
ERDEC Edgewood Research Development Engineering Center
FGA Front End Analysis
HMD helmet mounted display
HUD heads up display
lAD interaural amplitude difference
IMCS Individual Microclimate Cooling System
IPE Individual Protection Equipment
ISD interaural spectral difference
ITD interaural time difference
LAN local area network
LDC liquid crystal display
LED light emitting diode
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NRDEC Natick Research Development Engineering Center
NVG night vision goggles
OCR optical character recognition
PCM phase change materials
POC point of contact
RESPO 21 Respiratory Protection System 21
RF radio frequency
SCBA self contained breathing apparatus
SIPE Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble
STEPO Self-Controlled Toxicological Environmental Protection Outfit
TACTEC Tactical Technology Center
TE thermoelectricity
TEISS The Enhanced Individual Soldier System
UBA underwate: breathing apparatus
VLSI very large scale integration
VR virtual reality
WVA water vapor electrolysis
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BATTELLE CONTACTS

Name Phone Area of laterest
__________ I ______ 1 __________________________

Kathy Alexander 614-424-6467 Miscellaneous IPE background in plastics

Dave Bennett 509-375-2159 "Manny" the mannequin (robotics, sepsors, etc.)

Gene Brawley 614-424-4581 Neural networks

Mark Byrne 614-424-5847 RESPO 21 - Breathing Assistance, Communications (Noise
Canceling), Physiological Sensors

Tim Carpenter 614-424-5904 RESPO 21 - Lightweight Protective Mask

John Chovan 614-424-3208 Human Factors

Barb Fecht 509-376-0929 "Manny" the mannequin (robotics, sensors, etc.)

John Garvey 614-424-7507 Electro-optics (deferred to Smith, Walters, Stockum)

Terry Hill 614-424-4453 Thermal, Future Fighting System

Ken Hughes 614-424-7627 Medical Technologies

Joseph Jacomet 614-424-6533 Polymer Science, AMrogel (referred to Holbrook)

Ed Kopala 614-424-4992 Optics

Mike Kuhlman 614-424-5393 RESPO 21 - Carbon Technology

Mark Kuhner 614-424-7314 Notional Individual Fighting System (Data Transmission
and Communications)

John Ku-mer 614-424-5725 Laser Protection

Eugene Leach 614-424-5675 Notional Individual Fighting System (Holographic
Displays, MW); Electao-optics and displays

Ruth Linebaujh 614-424-7880 Diver Equipment - Artificial Gill, Rebreathers

Jan Milosh 614-424-4656 Miscellaneous IPE

Mike Milosh 614-424-7868 Notional Individual Fighting System (Life Support S)stems,
Structures)

Lou Myers \ 614-424-7166 Human Factors

Tom Pettenski 614-424-7825 RESPO 21 - Multilayer Mask; Master Control Unit

Tammy RamireT 513-258-6721 Human Factors, Thermal Stress

Pete Riegel 614-424-4009 SCBA (has not done much with this lately)

George Ruck 614-424-5685 Microwave Transmitters and Receivers
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Nav•e 3 Phone Area of Interest

Arthur Schultz 614-424-5479 Notional Individual Fighting System (Life Support Systems,
Structures)

Milt Seiler 614-424-5684 Microwave Transmitters and Receivers

Dr. B. Tern Smith 614-424-5745 Electro-optics

Larry Stockum 614-424-3217 Optics/Communications

Louis Tijerina 614-424-5406 Human Factors

Bernard Tullington 703-516-7453 Notional Individual Fighting System (Project Leader)[.Craig Walters 614-424-3160 Optics/Communications

Ken Woodruff 614-424-4091 RESPO 21 Breathing Assistance
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I
INSPEC (Information Services for the Physics and Engineering Communities)

I Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Computer Science; Electronics; Engineering; Library & Information Science; Physics

Producer: Institution of Electrical Engineers (lEE)

m Content: Contains more than 4 million citations, with abstracts, to the worldwide literature in
physics, elcctronics and electrical engineering, computers and control, and information
technology. Primary coverage is of journal ailicles and papers presented at conferences,
although significant books, technical reports, and dissertations are also included.

Topics covered in physics include: mathematical and theoretical physics;
electromagnetism and optics; quantum field theory and elementary particle physics;
nuclear physics; atomic and molecular physics; gases, fluid dynamics, and plasdas;

structural, thermal, mechanical, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties of condensed
matter; acoustics; geophysics; astronomy and astrophysics; instrumentation and
measurement; and related interdisciplinary topics.

Topics covered in electronics and electrical engineering include: circuits andcomponents; electron devices and materials; electromagnetics and communication;
energy and power systems and applications; and telecommunications.

I Topics covered in computers and control include: systems and control theory; control
technology; computer programming and applications; and computer systems and

I equipment. Information technology topics include applications of modem
communications and c3mputing to the production, transmission, storage, and
interpretation of visual, oral, and digitally encoded information. Hardware coverage
includes microcomputers and related peripherals. Corresponds to these publications:I Physics Abstracts, Electrical and Electronics Abstracts, and Computer and Control
Abstracts.

3 Coverage: International

Compendex (Computerized Engineering Index)

I Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Engineering

Producer: Engineering Information, Inc. (Ei)

Content: Contains more than 2.5 million citations, with abstracts, to the worldwide literature
(excluding patents) in engineering and technology. Fields of engineering include: civil,
water and waterworks, sanitary and waste, fuel, bioengineering geology and mining,
petroleum, metallurgical, mechanical, industrial, aerospace, automotive, marine,
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railroad, electrical, electronics and communications control, chemical, and agricultural.
Related subject areas covered include construction materials, properties and testing of
materials, transportation, pollution, ocean and underwater technology, nucleari
technology, fluid flow, heat and thermodynamics, computers and data processing, light
and optical technology, sound and acoustical technology, food technology, applied
physics, instruments, measurements, and information science. Conference review
records contain conference code numbers which are links to complete coverage of all
individual papers in Ei Engineering Meetings. Corresponds to The Engineering Index
Monthly and The Engineering Index Annual.

Coverage: International

NIOSHTIC (Alternative Name: NIOSH Technical Information Center Database)

Type: Bibliographic N

Subject: Occupational Safety & Health

Producer: U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Standards
Development and Technology Transfer Division, Technical Information Branch (TIB)

Content: Contains more than 169,000 citations, with abstracts, to literature on occupational safety
and health from more than 150 core journals, as well as monographs and technical
reports. Covers toxicology, epidemiology, pathology, occupational medicine, health
physics, injury prevention, ergonomics, biochemistry, physiology and metabolism,
industrial hygiene, safety, processes and materials in the work place, behavioral
sciences, education and training, control technology, biological hazards, and hazardous
waste. Includes Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Registry Numbers. U

Coverage: International I

Microcomputer Index n

Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Computers & Computer Industry; Computer Uses & Users

Producer: Learned Information, Inc. I
Content: Contains approximately 131,000 citations, with abstracts, to reviews and commentaries

on the use and applications of microcomputers and software packages. Covers more
than 70 microcomputer journals and popular magazines, including Byte, Practical
Computering, InfoWorld, Personal Computing, MacWorld, and PC World. Includes
summaries of general articles about microcomputers, book reviews, software and
hardware reviews, and specifications for individual packages, discussions of applications
in various settings, and descriptions of new microcomputer hardware and software
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I
I

products. Also provides the complete text book reviews of computer titles from
Computer Book Review. and price comparison information on popular software
packages from Softwhere? Bargains Report. Corresponds to the quarterly
Microcomputer Index.

* I Coverage: Australia, United Kingdom and United States

Robotics (Alternate Name: Robotics Abstracts: Former Name: Robomatix Online)

Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Manufacturing Systems & Technologies; Robotics

Producer: Bowker A & I Publishing

Content: Contains more than 12,800 citations, with abstracts, to the worldwide published and
unpublished literature dealing with the business, marketing, research, and policy and
regulatory aspects of robotics. Applications in manufacturing, aerospace, agriculture,
education, and the home are covered, including those dealing with artificial intelligence,

* casting, computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM), inspection
and optical systems, locomotion, materials handling, mechanical design, product
assembly, prosthetics, and sensors. Also contains the complete text of one article per
update on the industry's most significant news, trend, or achievement. Sources include
journals, conference proceedings, market-forecast studies, corporate- and university-
issued reports, news stories, press releases, and U.S. Congre.sional hearings.
Corresponds to Robotics Abstracts.

Coverage: International

Artificial Intelligence

I Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Computer Science, Biotechnology

Producer: Bowker A & I Publishing

Content: Provides references and abstracts of the world's published literature relating to the
theoretical and applied aspects of artificial intelligence.

Coverage: International

I
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Health and Safety Science Abstracts (HSSA)

Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Occupational Safety & Health; Safety

Producer: Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSt•)

Content: Contains approximately 64,000 citations to the worldwide literature on safety science
and hazard control, with an emphasis on the identification, evaluation, and elimination
or control of hazards. Covers industrial and occupational safety, transportation safety,
aviation and aerospace safety, environmental and ecological safety, and medical safety. f
Includes such topics as environmental pollution and waste disposal, radiation, pesticides,
natural disasters, toxicology, genetics, epidemics, drugs, injuries, diseases, and criminal
acts (e.g., arson). Also covers issues related to liability. Sources include books,
periodicals, government reports, conference proceedings, patents, and dissertations.
Corresponds to Health and Safety Science Abstracts.

Coverage: International

World Patents Index (WPI)

Type: Bibliographic

Subject: Patents

Producer: Derwent Publications Ltd.

Content: Contains more than 5 million citations, with abstracts, to chemical, electrical,
mechanical, and general patents issued by 31 major patent-issuing authorities. Data
elements include title; patent assignee and inventor name; patent numbers; World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) membz.r country; priority and publication
dates; and various classification and subject codes. Corresponds to coverage in the
abstracts publications, Chemical Patents Index (CPI), General & Mechanical Patents
Index (GMPI), and Electrical Patents Index (EPI).

Coverage: International
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3.1 Respiratory Protection

RI. Lawson, Mike. Portable Life Support Systems. NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
Information gathered during phone conversations.

R2. Perry, Robert H.; Chilton, Cecil H. Chemical Engineer's Handbook. Fifth Edition. McGraw
Hill. 1973.

R3. Buben, E.E.; Haughey, J.R. "The characterization of carbon dioxide adsorbing agents for life
support equipments", taken from Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, 1982, p151-155.

R4. Mausteller, J.W. "The characterization of carbcn dioxide adsorbing agents for life support
equipments", taken from Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, American Society of --
Mechanical Engineers, 1982, p23-3 1.

R5. Edge, C.A. "Indoor Air Quality - Lessons from Submarine Environmental Systems", Taken
from Proceedings of the ASHRAE Conference on IAO, May 18-20, 1987, pp255-260.

R6. Riegel, P.S. and J.M. Milosh "Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus for Field Use", Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, August 30, 1985.

R7. Harter, J.V.; Brown, G.J. "Evaluation of J.H. Emerson Co. Double Demand Type Closed-
Circuit Oxygen Scuba." Navy Experimental Diving Unit Report No. 3-65.

R8. Quist, Lt. Alfred B. "Beckman Electrolung II Mixed Gas, Closed Circuit, Underwater Breathing ...
Apparatus." Navy Experimental Diving Unit Report No. 5-72.

R9. Hawkins, Lt. Thomas L.; King, Thomas C. "Evaluation of the Prototype General Electric Model
1500 Sensor Controlled, Closed Circuit, Mixed Gas, Underwater Breathing Apparatus." Navy
Experimental Diving Unit Report No. 11-73.

RIO. Middleton, James R; Piantadosi, Claude A. "Evaluation of Modified Draeger LAR V Closed-
Circuit Oxygen Rebreather." Navy Experimental Diving Unit Report No. 5-79.

RI 1. Middleton, James R. "Unmanned Evaluation of Six Closed-Circuit Oxygen Rebreathers". Navy
Experimental Diving Unit Report No. 3-82. July 1982.

R12. Clark, Kitty. "Center engineers design, build EX-19 underwater breathing apparatus.", Taken
from Institute of Diving Journal, Spring 1989.

R13. Pasche, A; Holand, B.; Ottedal, G. "Emergency systems for divers", taken from Proceedings
of the First International Conference on Health, Safety, and Environment in Oil and Gas
Exploration and Production Part 2(of 2). November 1991.

R14. Tanaka, Shunji. Self-contained closed-circuit oxygen-generating breathing apparatus. U.S.

Patent No. 4,817,597. April 4, 1989.
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RI5. Petrocelli, A.W.; Capotosto, A. Jr. "Some Notes on the Use of Superoxides in Non-

Regenerative Air Revitalization Systems." Aerospace medicine. May 1964.

R16. Schallhum, P.A.; Colvin, J.; Sridhar, K.R.; Ramohalli, Kumar. "Experimental Data from an
Oxygen Plant for Mars." Resources of Near Earth and Space. Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering, University of Arizona.

R17. Ramohalli, Kumar. Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Arizona.
Information gathered during phone conversations.

RI8. Rarnohalli, K.; Sridhar, K.R. "Extraterrestrial Materials Processing and Related Transpo.'t
--- Phenomena." Journal of Propulsion and Power. Vol. 8 No. 3 May-June 1992.

R19. Ramohalli, K. "Recent Concepts in Missions to Mars: Extraterrestrial Processes." Journal of

Propuision and Power. Vol. 5, No. 2, March-April 1989.10.

R20. Heppner, D.B.; Sudar, M.; and Lee, M.C. Advancement in Oxygen Generation and Humidity
,Control by Water Vapor Electrolysis. Final Report, prepared under contract NAS9-17558. June
1988.

R21. Isenberg, Arnold 0. "Three-Man Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Electrolysis Breadboard"
(Final Report). Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA.

R22. Javanmardian, Minoo; Palsson, Bernhard, 0. "Design ind operation cf an algal photobiereactor
system." taken from Proceedings of the Topical Meeting of the Interdisciplinary Scientific

SCommission, Hague, The Netherlands. June 25-July 26 1990.

- R23. Oguchi, Mitsuo; Otsubo, Koji; Nitta, Keiji; Shimada, Atsuhiro; Fujii, Shigeo. "Closed and
continuous algae cultivation system for food production and gas exchange in CELSS.", taken
from Topical Meetings on Life Sciences and Space Research. Espoo, Finland. July 1989.

R24. Greenbaum, Elias; Tevault, C.V.; Graves, D.A. "Algae splits water to make hydrogen.", taken
from Bioprocessing Technology. May 1988.

R25. Hubbard, Scott G.; Hargens, A.R. "Controlled Ecological Life-Support System", exerpted from
Mechanical Engineeri.. . September 1989.

R26. Bubenheim, D.L. "Plants for water recycling, oxygen regeneration and food production." Waste
Management & Research. Vol. 9, No. 5. October 1991.

R2 1. "Aquanautics eager to start testing artificial gill." NAVY NEWS & Undersea Technology. July
16, 1990. Pg. 5.

R28. "The Artificial Gill: Oxygen Extraction Technology for Extended Missions." Unmanned
Untethered Submersible Technology. Vol. 1. June 22-24, 1987.

7 R29. Yang, Ming-Chien; Cussler, E.L. "Artificial Gills." Journal of Membrane Science. Vol. 42,

No. 3, pg. 273-284. March 15, 1989.
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R30. McElroy, J.F. "SPE® Water Electrolyzers in Support of Missions from Planet Earth." Space
Electrochemical Research and Technology. Proceedings of a conference held at NASA Lewis
Research Center. April 9-10, 1991.

R31. Davenport, R.J.; Schubert, F.H.; Grigger, D.J. "Space Water Ele--trolysis: Space Station
through Advance Missions."' Space Electrochemical Research and Technology. Proceeding of
a conference held at NASA Lewis Research Center. April 9-10, 1991.

R32. Lautier, A.; Gille, J.P.; Juvin, A.M.; Gaillard, D.; Sargentini, J.C. "The third generation of
artificial lungs." Biomedical Engineering Perspectives: Health Care Technologies for the 1990's
and Beyond. IEEE. November 1-4, 1990.

3.2 Thermal Management

T1. United States Army Natick Research, Development, and Engineering Center, Microclimate
Cooling: Master Plan DRAFT, December 5, 1991.

T2. Hughes, K.E., W.T. McComis, D.L. Carter, T.J. Carpenter, and McGinniss, "Development
of a Hot/Cold Glycerine Pack, Phase 1: Investigation of Alternatives", Battelle Final Report,
July 29, 1988.

T3. Bishop, Phillip A., Sarah A. Nunneley, and Stefan H. Constable, "Comparisons of Air and
Liquid Personal Cooling for Intermittent Heavy Work in Moderate Temperatures," American
Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, September 1991, pp393-3 97 .

T4. Speck-man, Karen L., et. al., "Perspectives in Microclimate Cooling Involving Protective
Clothing in Hot Environments," International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics, v 3, n 2,
December 1988, ppl2l-147.

T5. Hughes, David, "Canadian Helicopter Pilots Use Icewater Vests and New Chemical Masks
Over Persian Gulf," Aviation Week & Space Technology, January 7, 1991, pp55-56.

T6. "Inexpensive Thermal Energy Storage Material," Inside R&D, v 17, n 6, February 10, 1988.

T7. "Thermal Storage Composites," High-tech Materials Alert, v 5, n 4, April 1988.

T8. Literature from Frisby Technologies.

T9. Urry, D.W., "Characterization of Soluble Peptides of Elastin by Physical Techniques",
Marine Colloids, pl-34, January 1, 1986.

TI0. N. Basta, "Biopolymers Challenge Petrochemicals," High Technology, p66-70 (February 1,
1984).

Ti H. K. B. Guiseley and D. W. Renn, "Agarose: Purification, Properties, and Biomedical
Applications", Marine Colloids, pi-34 (January 1, 1977).
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T12. J. Livage, J. Lemerle, "Transition Metal Oxide Gels and Colloids". Ann Rev Mater Sci, Vol,
12, p103-122 (January 1, 1982).

T13. Faghri, Amir, David B. Reynolds, and Pouran Faghri, "Heat Pipes for Hands," Mechanical
Engineering, v 111, n 6, July 1989, pp70-74.

T14. Fujii, Masao, and Tetsuro Ogushi, "Heat Pipe Technology for the Cooling of Devices,"
Taken from Proceedings of the Second Binational Heat Tiansfer Seminar held by the United
States-Japan Cooperative Science Program, September 1985, pp63-72.

T15. Kroliczek, E., and P. Brennan, "Heat Pipe Technology for Current Spacecraft and High
Power Thermal Management," Taken from Fifteenth Intersociety Conference on
Environmental Systems, July 1985.

T16. Gray, Paul E. The Dynamic Behavior of Thermoelectric Devices, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1960.

T17. McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (6th Edition), McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1987, Volume 18.

T18. "New Thermal Management Products Provide Improved Performance for IC Components,"
Mainframe Computing, v 5, n 7, July 1992.

T19. Chou, D.J., and C.W. Lu, "Thermoelectrically Powered Heater," Taken from Proceedings
of the 24th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference - IECEC-89, v 5, August
1989, pp2145-2149.

T20. Catalogues from thermoelectric chip manufacturers.

3.3 Vjison/Optics

VI. Nordwall, Bruce D., "ITT Solves Complex Problems To Produce image Intensifiers,"

Aviation Week & Space Technology, v 130, n 21, May 22, 1989, pp9l, 95.

V2. ITT Defense, A Technical Overview of the MERLIN Concept, ppl-5, 1-6, 1-11.

V3. Night Vision Corpoiation, Low Profile Night Vision Goggle System, Prepared for Dept. of
the Air Force, Human Systems Division, February 28, 1989.

V4. Pasha Publications, Inc., "Fire Helmet," .Nyy News & Undersea Technology, v 9, n 15,
April 13, 1992.

VS. "Sextant Develops Enhanced Vision Systems, LCDs for Commercial Transport Cockpits,"
Aviation Week & Space Technology, May 11, 1992, pp4 6 -4 7 .

V6. Phillips Publishing, Inc., "Boeing/Sikorsky Detail Avionics Technologies for LHX Design,"
Avionics Report, v 2, n 14, July 14, 1989.
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V7. Bak, David J., "Vibrating Mirror Drives Virtual Display," Design News, February 12, 1990,
pp150-151.

V8. Peli, Eli, "Visual Issues in the Use of a Head-mounted Monocular Display," Optical
Engineering, v 29, n 8, August 1990, pp 883-892 .

V9. Meckler Corp., "Hardware News Private Eye Wins Award for Excellence in Design," Optical
Information Systems Update, v 9, n 5, May 1990.

V1O. "Advances in VLSI Stimulate Solid-State Sensors Market," New Electronics, v 19, n 16,
pp45-5 0.

VII. Robinson, Gail M., "Sensors That See and Hear," Design News, v 46, n 5, March 12, 1990,
ppl16- 120 .

V12. Mead, Carver, et. al., "Integrated Sensor and Processor for Visual Images," United States
Patent #4,786,818, November 22, 1988.

V13. McClelland, Stephen, "Sensor Fabrication: Micromachining Marches On," Sensor Review, v
7, n 2, April 1987, pp83(2).

V14. Mueffelmann, William, and Sato Iwasa, "Second-generation Technology Enhances Military
Imaging," Laser Focus World, v 25, n 8, August 1989, ppl09-113.

V15. Suni, P.P., D.D. Wen, and J.D. Swartout, "Advances in Photodetector Arrays for Optical
Processing," Taken from Twenty-Serond Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems and
Computers, v 1, 1989, pp1 76-183.

V16. Suematsu, Y., and T. Hayase, "An Advanced Vision Sensor With Fovea," Taken from
IECON '90. 16th Annual Conference of IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, v 1, 1990,
pp581- 585.

V17. McLaurin, A.P., E.R. Jones, and L. Cathey, "Advanced Alternating Frame Technology
VISIDEP" and Three Dimensional Remote Sensing," Taken from IGARSS '86. Remote
Sensing: Today's Solutions for Tomorrow's Information Needs, v 2, pp7 67-770 .

V18. Fuchs, Henry, "Systems for Display of Three-Dimensional Medical Image Data," Taken from
NATO 3-D Imaging in Medicine Advanced Research Workshop, June 1990, pp315(17).

V19. Gouvianakis, N., K. Parthenis, and B. Dimitriadis, "A Method for Detection and Tracking of
Moving Objects in an Industrial Environment Using Stereo Vision," Taken from Engine r'!g
Systems with Intelligence. Concepts, Tools, and Applications, Kluwer Academic Publishers,
1991, pp 349 -356 .

V20. Hakkarainen, J., et. al., "Interaction of Algorithm and Implementation for Analog VLSI
Stereo Vision," Taken from Proceedings of the SPIE - The International Society for Optical
Engineering, v 1473, 1991, pp173-184.
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V21. Mousavi, M.S., and R.J. Schalkoff, "A Neural Network Approach for Stereo Vision," Taken
from Proceedings of SOUTHEASCON '90, v 3, 1990, pp808-812.

V22. Barry, Michele, et. al., "A Multi-level Geometric Reasoning System for Vision," Artificial
Intelligence, v 37, 1988, pp29 1-332.

V23. Walker, Ellen Lowenfeld, and Martin Herman, "Geometric Reasoning for Constructing Scene
Descriptions from Images," Artificial Intelligence, v 37, 1988, pp275-290 .

V24. Blattenbauer, J.A., and Kim, Y., "Bringing Image Processing Into Focus", Mechanical
Engineerin , July 1989, pp54-55 .

V25. Davis, Dwight B., "Reality Check: How Far Has Virtual Reality Come, and Where Is It
Going?," Computer Graphics World, v 14, n 6, June 1, 1991, pp49- 54 .

V26. Fisher, Scott S., and Jane Morill Tazelaar, "Living In A Virtual World," BYTE, v 15, n 7,
July 1, 1990, pp2 15-22 1.

V27. Howlett, E.M., "Wide Angle Orthostereo," Taken from Proceedings of the SPIE - The

International Society for Optical Engineering, v 1256, 1990, 210-223.

V28. Lowe, Jr., Walter, "Adventures in Cyberspace," Playboy, April 1992, ppl05, 124, 163-165.

V29. Machlis, Sharon, "Enter the World of 'Virtual Reality,'" Design News, v 47, n 2, January
21, 1991, pp25-26 .

V30. Nugent, W.R., "Virtual Reality: Advanced Imaging Special Effects Let You Roam in
Cyberspace," Journal of the American Society for Information Science, v 42, n 8, September
1991, pp609-6517.

V31. Peterson, Ivars, "Looking-glass Worlds," Science News, v 141, n 1, January 4, 1992, pp8-
15.

V32. Puttre, Michael, "Virtual Reality Comes Into Focus," Mechanical Engineering, v 113, n 4,
April 1991, pp56-59.

V33. Stuart, R., and J.C. Thomas, "The Implications of Education in Cyberspace," Multimedia
Review, v 2, n 2, Summer 1991, pp17-27 .

3.4 Communications

C1. Stephens, Elaine M., "Free-space Optical Communications in Support of Future Manned
Space Flight," Taken from Proceediags of SPIE - The International Society for Optical
Engineering, v 1218, 1990, pp449-455.
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C2. Weinstein, Clifford J., "Opportunities for Advanced Speech Processing in Military Computer-
based Systems," Taken from Proceedings of the IEEE, v 79, n 11, November 1991, ppl 6 2 6-
1641.

C3. Helms, Eugene R., "Voice Control in Telecommunications," Taken from Proceedings of the
National Electronics Conference, v 40, n 2, 1986, pp1220-1227.

C4. Lange, Holley R., "The Voice as Computer Interface: A Look at Tomorrow's
Technologies," Electronic L;)rar, v 9, n 1, February 1991, pp 7 -1 1 .

C5. Smyth, C.C., "Comparison of Voice Recognition, Tnuch Panel, and Keypad Techniques of
Data Entry for a Forward Area Air Defense Command and Control Display," Taken from
Official Proceedings of Intrnational SPEECH TECH '87: Voice Input/Output Applications
Show and Conference, pp156-161.

C6. W~u, Jian-'fong, et. al., "Neural Network Vowel-recognition Jointly Using Voice Features and
Mouth Shape Image," Pattern Recognition, v 24, n 10, 1991, pp921-927.

C7. Shamma, S. A., Naiming Shen, Gopalaswamy, P., "Sterausis: Binaural Processing Without
Neural Delays," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, v 86, n 3, September 1989,
pp989-1006.

('8. Mead, Carver A., Xavier Arreguit, and John Lazzaro, "Analog VLSI Model of Binaural
Hearing," Taken from IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, v 2, n 2, March 1991, pp230-
236.

C9. Sayers, Bruce M., and Cherry, E.Colin, "Mechanism of Binaural Fusion in the Hearing of
Speech" The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America v 29, n 9, September 1957
pp973-987

CIO. Boff, Kenneth R., Kaufmann, Lloyd, and Thomas, James P., "Cognitive Processes and
Performance" Taken from Handbook of PI'rrreption and Human Performance v 2, pp26-3 to
26-52

C11. Sunier, John, "Binaural Basics" Radio Electronics October 1991, ppf.l-90

C12. Bernard, Josef, "All About Surround Sound" Radio Electronics June 1990, pp51-58

C13. Begault, D.R., "Challenges to the Successful Implementation of 3-D Sound," Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, v 39, n 11, pp864-870.

C14. Calhoun, G.L., G. 'Valencia, and T.A. Furness, "Three-dimensional auditory cue simula ion
for crew station design/evaluation," Taken from Proceedings of the Human Factors Soci tv
31st Annual Meeting: Rising to New Heights with Technology, v 2, 1987, pp1398-1402t

C15. Derfiler, Frank J., "The Next Wave: LAN's Without Wires," PC Magazine, v 9, n 10, May
29, 1990, pp295-318.
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C16. Kramer, Matt, "Wireless LAN Outpaces Hard-wired Token-ring," PC Week, v 8, July 8,
1991, p43(2).

C17. Sullivan, Kristina B., "IBM Developing Pair of Prototypes for Wireless LANs," PC Week, v

8, n 181, May 6, 1991, ppl, 6.

C18. "What's New: Wireless LANs/Terminal Emulation," BYTE, v 16, n 5, May 1, 1991, p92 .

C19. Megadata Advertisement, "Wireless Communication Card and
Stand Alone Wireless Modems" From Single Source

C20. BestLAN Advertisement "Wireless Networking with BestLAN-See
the latest LAN technology" Phone # (412)-746-5500 Ir

C21. Schwartz, William C., "Solid-state Lasers Point to the Future in Military Applicatir,-ns," Laser
Focus World, July, 1991, pp 75-96 .

C22. Wills, Lt. Cl. D. J., "Technology for the Future Battlefield," Journal of Royal Signals
Institution, Autumn 1991, pp 27-32 .

Glatzer, Hal, "Talking, Hearing Computers," Computer World, v 18, n 42, October 15,
1984.

Marsh, Donald J., "Digital Speech Technology-Telecommunications Applications," Speech
Technology, v 3, n 4, March/April 1987, pp76(5).

Bak, David J., Deirdre Marie Drummey, Andrea L. Baker, "Fuller Lives for the
Handicapped," Design News, v 47, n 9, May 6, 1991, pp68-72 .

3.5 System Controls

SI. "Bell Communications Research Explains Holographic Memory," Computergram
International, n 1554, November 14, 1990.

S2. "Optical Storage News Briefs," Optical Information Systems Update, v 9, n 3, March 1990.

S3. Worldwide Videotex, "Workstation Performance Promised at PC Prices," UNIX Update, v 2,
n 2, February 1991.

S4. NTIS, U.S. Department of Commerce, "Recent S&T Developments in Japan," NTIS Foreign
Technolosy Newsletter, v 91, n 17, April 23, 1991.

S5. Horn, David, "Machine Vision: The Guiding Light," Mechanical Engineering, v 111, n 6,
June 1989, pp4O-43.

S6. Johnson, M.J., and N.M. Allison, "An Advanced Neural Network for Visual Pattern
Recognition," Taken from UK IT 88 Conference, pp296-299.
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S7. Li, Wei, and Nasser M. Nasrabadi, "Review on Applications of Neural Network to Computer
Vision," Taken from Proceedings of the SPIE - The International Society for Optical
Engineering, v 1004, 1989, ppl04-111.

S8. "Smaller Budgets Could Impede Neural Network Advancement," Aerospace Electronics
Business, v 4, n 11, May 31, 1991.

S9. Allyn, C.L., E.M. Hummel, and R.J. Pimpinella, "Assessment of Photonics for Advanced
Integrated Avionics Processors - PAVE PACE," Taken from Proceedings of
IEEE/AIAAINASA 9th Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 1990, pp289-292 .

S1O. Baumbick, Robert, "Potential for Integrated Optical Circuits in Advanced Aircraft with Fiber
Optic Control and Monitoring Systems," Taken from Proceedings of SPIE - The International
Society for Optical Engineering, v 1374, pp238-250.

S11. "Mitsubishi Electric Says it has Developed an Optical Neural Chip," Computergram
International, n 1764, September 23, 1991.

S12. Veldkamp, Wilfrid B., "Overview of Microoptics: Past, Present, and Future," Taken fro,n
Proceedings of the SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, v 1544, pp.,87-
299.

S13. Lee, J.N., "Optical Modules for Future Signal Processing Systems," Taken from Procet dings
of the Twenty-Second Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, v I
1989, pp4 50-459 .

S14. Galane, Michael, "Artificial Intelligence: The Frontier of Computing," Industrial Computing
plus Programmable Controls, v 9, n 5, September 1, 1990, pp6 6-69 .

S15. Savage, J.A., "Fuzzy Logic? Maybe; We're Not Sure," Computerworld, v 24, n 5, January
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D-1. Schematic of a Chemical Oxygen Rebreather
D-2. Schematics of Closed-Circuit Compressed Oxygen Rebreathers
D-3. Schematic of a Semi-closed Circuit SCBA
D-4. Schematic of an Oxygen Generating Plant for Mars
D-5. Water Vapor Electrolysis Concept (for spacecraft)
D-6. Schematic of WVE Cell and Reactions
D-7. Schematic of a Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELLS)
D-8. Artificial Gills
D-9. Water Electrolysis Process
D-10. Picture of Ice-based Microclimate Cooling SystemI D-1 1. Schematic of a Phase-change Heat-storage Module
D-12. Schematic of Gravity Assisted Thermosyphon

* D-13. Schematic of Heat Pipes Employed in Cold Weather Gloves
SD-14. Schematics of the Thomson and Peltier Effects

D-15. Thermoelectric Chips
D-16. Picture Comparison of Infrared and Image Intensification
D-17. Schematic of Pilot's Night Vision System
D-I 8A. Schematic of Pilot/Infantryman's Night Vision System (1 of 2)
D-18B. Schematic of Pilot/Infantryman's Night Vision System (2 of 2)
D-19. Photos of Heads-up-display Technology
D-20. Schematic of Scanning MirrorNibrating Mirror
D-21. Schematic of Scanning Mirror/Vibrating Mirror
D-22. Photo of an Intelligent Photosensor (CCD Imager)
D-23. Schematic of Photo Detectors Arranged as an Artificial Retina
D-24. Schematic of Human Thought Processes vs. Computer Thought
D-25. Schematic of Visidep Vertical Disparity
D-26. Photo of a Virtual Reality System (1 of 2)
D-27. Photo of a Virtual Reality System (2 of 2)
D-28. Schematic of a Virtual Reality Flight Simulatori D-29. Photo of a Virtual Reality Simulation
D-30. Photo of the Coupling of Voice Recognition With Bideo

D-31. Graph of Speech Recognition Technology Trends
D-32. Schematic of the Listening Arrangement Possibilities for Binuaral
D-33. Schematic of Sound Reproduction Systems
D-34. Picture of Recording Head Replica

" D-35. Schematic of Artificial Vision
D-36. Schematic of Body Armour-Powered
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D-1. Schematic of a Chen-deal Oxygen Rebreather
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D-2. Schematics of Closed-Circuit Compressed Oxygen Rebreathers
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Artificial gills. Both types are based on microporous hollow fibers. In unit (a) on the left,
water flow is parallel to the fibers; in unit (b) on the right, it is perpendicular.
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Fig Hamsters breathing with an artificial gill. The changes in oxygen concentration are due to
hamster breathing. Solid points and open points arc for parallel flow and cross flow modules,
respectively. The solid lines are not fits of the data, but theoretical prediction of gill performance.

D-8. Artificial Gills
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D-15. Thermoelectric Chips
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Comparative Imagery
Photographs of typialI iamgery utilizing night visionl
devices.

(I) Natural (unaided) daylight photograph

(2) Through an image intensification device

(3) Through inrrared device

D-16. Picture Comparison of Infrared and Image Intensification



Aviator's Night Vision Imaging System (ANVIS)

D-17. Schematic of Pilot's Night Vision System
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D-18A. Schematic of pilotllnfantryman's Night Vision System (1 of 2)
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The display Is positioned Ii, front of one eye using an ad.
justabla hiadband. The other eye continues to view the environ-
ment.

H-11

U"VS E)r

Schemnatic of the display's design. A linear armay of LED. i$
driven with one column of Imaged data at a time. The horizontally
oscillating tnirror (50 "Z scans the column across the obswveqv,
retina. The focusing lens aerves to cemote a virtual image of the
display about 2 ft in front of tlo observer and to conrect for the user's
spherical refractive error.

D-20. Schematic of Scanning Mirror/Vibrating Mir-or
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* * * * * * In motion. Because the resonant frequencyoooooo
* * * * * * of the counterweight cancels that of the mir.

* * * *for, the display remains vibration-free.

PERCEIVED FULL
SCREEN IMAGE

As mirror advances, so does the image of
the column of LEDs. Because of an optical
interrupt at maximum deflection, the system
is self-correcting and does not need to know
the mirror's resonating frequency.
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ates on 5V dc. Its perceived image is 50
times screen size.

D-21. Schematic of Scanning MirrorNibrating Mirror
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D-22. Photo of an Intelligent Photosensor (CCD Imiager)
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N lu I"ral allowls users to step into a computer-generated Lworid Experts believe
this will fundamentally change the way engineers do their work..

D-26. Photo of a Virtual Reality System (1 of 2)
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&Aug theleekig viares. By com~b"ig headgeor aend gloves, wfth its nown softwoare, Autodesk
is dM~lqWpV an tj~ei1m Ma wyil orw day allow users to physicaly ifterac with AutoCAD models.

D-27. Photo of a Virtual Reality System (2 of 2)
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D-28. Schematic of a Virtual Reality Flight Simulator
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Viulvfguard. Widely regarded as being in the vanguard of virtual Gulided tour. Walklhrough, developed at the University of North Carolina at
tecihnology. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill researchers have Chapel Hill. enables users to take a guided tour through a representation of a
designed numerous head-mounted displays This model was built rin collaflo- building that has been modeled using AutoCAD.
ration with the U.S Air Force Institute of Technology
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Example of mouth shape images Ca)(a) original image; (b) binary image (excluding teeth);
(c) binary image (including teeth).

D-30. Photo of the Coupling of Voice Recognition With Video
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Baker ~~1600)-Low 0*11

P8as3 filter a'W
In A

used by operator L....d Cnanrnei cue

lights on

console

-=.. Schematic representation of' the listenling arrangements studied by. Spieth, Curtis. and esr

pass'filter

(1954). On each trial the listener was presented with two simultaneous messages, each spoken by a

different recorded voice. The two voices were always the same sex. Voices were not consistently paired

with input channels. An example of a" message pair mig~ht be:

Channel A: Oboe, this is Able 2. Where in box 5 is the triangle.? Over.

Channel B: King. this is Baker 1. What box contains two circles Over.

Each mnessage contained a code name (e.g., Oboe) that was assig~ned to the listener, the name of the

channel calling le~g., Able), the talker number (e.g.. 2). and a question concerning a five-box visual display

in front of the listener. The listener's task was :., report the channel and talker calling and answer the

questioui posed. The listening arrangement permitted investigation of the effects of four variables on

selective listening performance:

1. Speaker separation: (a) All three channels used could be branched into a single speaker 3 feet in front

of the listener; (b) each channel cowld be branched to its own speaker, with adjacent speakers

separated horizontally by 10 vocrees wleft. risht, center)s or Ic) each channel could be branched to its

own speaker, with adlacent speakers separated by 90b.

2. Audio spectrum shaping: A 1600-Hz low-pass fiter could be inserted into the "Charlie" channel and

a 1600-Hz high-pass filter could be inserted into the "Baker" channel.

3. Visual channel indication: Indicator lights specifying the relevant channel could be set in an "on" or

an "off " mode.
4. Pulldown feature: Under some conditions the listener could "pull down" or switch the chosen

message from the originating speaker into a nearer ti foot distant) speaker or into headphones.

D-32. Schematic of the Listening Arrangement Possibilities for Binuaral
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D-33. Schematic of Sound Reproduction Systems



4IN TRUE BINAURAL RECORDING, a mechanical replica of the human head and
ears ensures the proper capture of phase relationships. This Is the WKE 2002 binaural
dummy-heed stereo-microphone setup from Sennhoisw. To hear the special stereo
effects, the recrding must be listened to with high-quality headphones.

D-34. Picture of Recording Head Replica



ARTIFICIAL VISION

USEMS FIELD
OF VISION

Artificial vlslor, if successful, could work as follows: A head-mounted charge coupled
device encodes the visual scene In front of a blind individual. Camera output passes, via
signal processing electronics, to an kiiplantiid electrode array. Selected electrodes stimu-
late neurons of the visual cortex to replicate the scene.

D-35. Schematic of Artificial Vision
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TECHNOLOGY AREA: RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES:

Oxygen Generation from CO 2 Using Superoxides
Oxygen Generation from CO2 Using Electrolysis
Oxygen Generation from Water Vapor Electrolysis

ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) Today's mechanical/chemical filters will be replaced with some form of oxygen supply
or generation.

(2) A closed-circuit rebreathing apparatus will be employed.
(3) Power will be available for electrolysis and respiratory cooling.

BACKGROUND:

Rebreathing apparatuses that employ oxygen generation from carbon dioxide using superoxides
already exist and are in use for underwater exploration. Oxygen generation from CO2 and
water vapor electrolysis are still developmental; prototype systems have been constructed and
tested for space station applications.

An AIPS will not be able to rely completely on oxygen generation, thus, some form of oxygen
supply will be included in the system. The goal for AIPS' respiratory system will be to
minimize use of this supply by generating addition oxygen from sources that, under normal
circumstances, would be discarded by the system.

RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Improvements are needed to current superoxide rebreather units for AIPS applications. These
include: selection of a lightweight, inexpensive, long lasting superoxide; development of a
control system that optimizes use of the oxygen source and superoxide, while utilizing all
carbon dioxide exhaust; and development of a mechanism for cooling the recirculated breathing
air.

Improvements needed to water vapor and CO2 electrolysis units include: down-sizing current
prototype models for individual portability, while maintaining the required level of oxygen
production; selecting and electrolytic cell efficient at oxygen production from exhaled air;
designing a control system to regulate input and output to the cell reactor; investigation the
possibility of adding moisture vapor collected from a protective suit interior; and developing a
mechanism of cooling reacted air.
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DEVELOPMENT APPROACH:

At a minimum, AIPS should incorporate the superoxide technology. Even if oxygen
supply/generation are not needed in the future, it would be feasible to integrate superoxides
with current cartridge filters in a rebreather system for extended filter life.

An apparatus for testing a variety superoxides and respiratory control systems needs to be
constructed. The apparatus should be capable of simulating the human respiratory system, to
include a humidity and carbon dioxide generating device. The test apparatus would require
integration of an oxygen supply unit, a breathing machine, parameter sensors, developmental
system, and a personal computer for data collection/analysis. State-of-the-art breathing
machines should be investigated prior to "reinventing the whecl" by designing test equipment
that already exists.

Further engineering analysis into oxygen generation from water vapor and CO2 electrolysis
should be conducted prior to developing any hardware. Contact should be made with NASA
and contractors previously involved with these efforts (see points of contact list and technology
write-ups). Documentation and test data on prototypes should be acquired and reviewed. A
detailed analysis of existing oxygen generation units will be necessary for effectively modifying
today's systems for AIPS applications in the future. Personnel knowledgeable in
electrochemistry will be needed.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Oxygen supply unit.
Carbon dioxide supply unit.
Moisture generator/CO2 mixer.
Sensors: temperature, pressure, humidity, carbon dioxide.
Breathing machine.
Thermal control unit.
Power supply.
Personal computer.
Superoxides.
Rebreathing mask.
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TECHNOLOGY AREA: THERLMAL MANAGEMENT

PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES:

Phase Change Materials
Heat Pipes
Thermoelectricity

ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) AIPS will require some form of thermal management such as suit cooling, hood
ventilation, respiratory cooling, or equipment cooling (electronics, heat signatures, etc.).

(2) Power will be made available. Note: only thermoelectricity requires power; phase
change materials and heat pipes can be employed passively.

(3) Thermal management technologies can be integrated into the system without significantly
burdening the soldier.

BACKGROUND:

Phase change materials, heat pipes, and thermoelectricity are by no means novel technologies,
however, integrating them with AIPS will require additional research and engineering. Some
applications related to AIPS do exist today, however, most are in developmental or prototype
stages (PCM clothing, heat pipe glove). These technologies provide alternatives to today's
microclimate cooling devices. A brief comparison of thermal management technologies is
shown in the following table.

Function Concept Method of Power
I I Employment Needs

PCM's Thermal Latent heat of Active or passive Recharging
storage fusion

HP's Thermal Latent heat of Active or passive Pump (optional)
Transfer vaporization _\,

TE Cooling or Peltier/Seeback Passive DC input
heating effects

MCC Cooling Mechanical Active Pump/compressor

F-3
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RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

For all the promising thermal management technologies, breakthroughs are needed in
developing materials that operate efficiently at near ambient temperatures. This research is
currently being conducted by manufacturers of cooling/heating components that employ these
technologies. These manufacturers will be helpful in selecting materials suitable for AIPS.

Thermal management technologies should be analyzed from a logistics and operational point of
view. Factors that should be included in this analysis are: time of operation, duration of
thermal management, power consumed during operation, cooling/heating benefit, time between
recharge (if necessary), expected operating life of materials, safety issues, ease of
replacement/repair, and human factors. An effective comparative analysis will require
development of a specific application, operating conditions, and a similar method of technology
integration. All three thermal management technologies appear worthy of further investigation.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH:

Because these technologies are already well-developed, the only need for AIPS is establishing a
method of integration. Since the focus of this evaluation was on respiratory protection, rather
than body protection, thermal management of the mask/hood assembly is recommended.
Possibilities include, but are not limited to, cooling of respiratory air (if a closed-circuit
rebreather is used), localized mask cooling, and removal of heat from a hood.

Design requirements will need to be established prior to obtaining any cooling hardware.
Thus, a thermal analysis of the item(s) selected will need to be done, in order to acquire
cooling requirements, mounting locations, and physical constraints. Once these requirements,
in addition to system concepts, have been established, contact should be made with material
manufacturers to select materials appropriate for the application. If early engineering analyses
indicate that all three technologies are capable of meeting design requirements for a particular
application, then all three should be acquired and tested in a prototype respiratory system.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Prototype mask.
Thermocouples.
DC power source for thermoelectric chips.
Test subject or mannequin head capable of simulating heat generation of a human head.
Closed circuit rebreathing approaches (as needed).
Cooling device for recharging.
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TECHNOLOGY AREA: VISION/OPTICS

PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES:

Heads-up Displays

ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) An AIPS helmet will include a heads-up display for presenting critical information
needed by the solider.

(2) A narrow display band, mounted to the soldiers helmet visor, will be used under normal
operations. If enhanced vision or eye protection is needed, a pull-down screen will be
placed in front of the soldier's eyes.

(3) Processing speed will be adequate to present information and display messages as well as
graphical images in real time.

BACKGROUND:

Heads up displays already exist in airplane cockpits and armored vehicle control centers. This
technology needs to be adapted to the size of a helmet visor, similar to the way SIPE integrates
a thermal image display with the soldier's weapon system. During normal operations, the
wearer's view must not be hampered or obscured though due the use of heads up displays.
When operating in enhanced mode, the display must provide a detailed representation of the
soldier's surroundings. Concerns here not only include obstructing the soldier's field of view
but overloading him with unnecessary information. Human factors engineering will play a
major role in integrating these displays with the soldier.

RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Developing a vision system for AIPS will require research into the following areas: video
display, image processing, and methods of integrating this technologies with a soldier's helmet
and/or protective mask. Display and processing technologies, will mature from research
conducted by electronics and computer industries; ERDEC on~ly needs to monitor these
developments. The major need for ERDEC is to investigate ways to implement the
technologies as applications are introduced to the consumer market.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH:

Adapting current display systems used in fighter planes to a hel et is the main shortfall right
now, but one that will be easy to overcome with advancements! n video display technology.
Current CRT displays are too bulky for helmet integration. Further development of flat screen
LCI~s for lap-top PCs and miniature TVs offer potential for helmet mounted display systems.
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Research being conducted by DARPA and USAF (Wright Patterson AFB) into LCD HUDs
needs to monitored.

An analysis of methods for integrating visual displays needs to be conducted by establishing
basic design requirements, then identifying state-of-the-art equipment capable of meeting those
requirements. This analysis should include the following human factors issues: field of view,
focus distance between the soldier's eyes and the display, weight of the helmet mounted
equipment (center of gravity), ease of operation (especially with pull-down devices), content of
information being presented to the soldier, and duration of use (extended viewing of graphic

displays could cause discomfort to the soldier).

Upon completion of the analysis, a prototype vision system should be constructed and tested
for compatibility. The system should also be evaluated for manufacturability. Constructing a
prototype from equipment whose technology is not yet fally mature enables ERDEC to get
involved with the development of the technology, to ensure that it will meet AIPS
requirements.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Display hardware.
Helmet and protective mask.

Personal computer or other image processor.
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TECHNOLOGY AREA: COMMUNICATIONS

PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES:

Binaural Processing

ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) AIPS will require enhanced hearing and/or auditory protection as part of the soldier's
communication system.

(2) Communications and hearing should not be impaired when wearing individual protection
(mask/hood).

(3) Current voicemnitters will be replaced with electronic microphones.
(4) Computing power and neural network technology will be adequate for implementing a

binaural hearing system.

BACKGROUND:

Current mask/hood configurations degrade a soldier's ability to communicate; both speech and
hearing are impaired. Incorporating a speaker/microphone assembly into AIPS will enable
soldier's to communicate more effectively. Binaural processing can be integrated with a
speaker system to enhance a soldier's hearing capabilities and to improve communications
between soldier's wearing protective masks and hoods.

Binaural recordings are already on the market. Binaural processing is currently being worked
on, the concepts of how the auditory system actually processes signals is in the research phase.

RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Basic communication technologies will mature from government and industrial research.
ERDEC should monitor developments in technologies that offer alternatives to radio frequency
communications, such as laser, millimeter wave, or infrared. ERDEC needs to be prepared to
integrate hardware associated with these technologies as it is developed.

For binaural processing, the focus of the research needs to be on how the human auditory
system actually processes the binaural signals it receives. The spatial qualities of sound and
how the brain interprets the time delay between them needs to be replaced possibly with a
neural network. Research also needs to concentrate on how a persons ear shape, facial
features, and head size affect binaural processing. Custom fitting of helmets will be too costly
for an AIPS, therefore a general system for processing needs to be developed.
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DEVELOPMENT APPROACH:

Future research on binaural processing will be conducted by the medical community for the
hearing impaired and developers of acoustical equipment for stereo systems. ERDEC needs to
monitor this research and hardware that evolves from the development of this technology.
ERDEC should also monitor the research of NASA and USAF on the 3-D auditory display.

While novel methods of communications are being developed, ERDEC needs to analyze
methods to integrate the technology (similar to vision system approach). Microphone and
speaker technologies being researched under the RESPO 21 program could be integrated with
AIPS' communication system. Research should be done on integrating this hardware with
binaural processing using a neural network. For example, speech into a mask-mounted
microphone would be transmitted to another soldier's binaural processing/neural network
system. After processhig and output to binaural speakers, the receiving soldier would know
where the sound came from and how far away it was.

Desi~n of the AIPS communication system needs to combine long range com~munications,
soldier-to-soldier communications, and input from the soldief's immediate surroundings.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Helmet and mask assembly.
Microphones and speakers.
Personal computer or other neural computing capabilities.
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TECHNOLOGY AREA: SYSTEM CONTROLS

PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES:

Neural Networks

ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) AIPS will include a central processing unit.
(2) A soldier's individual computer processing capabilities will exceed AIPS requirements.
(3) Power will be available to operate such a system.

BlACKGROUND:

AlPS will exploit the developments in computing speed and in neural network
construction/implementation. Neural networks will be used in several processes of an AIPS,
ranging from vision enhancement, to battle management, to virtually any other application
where a "smart" processor would benefit the system.

RESEARCH NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

The basics for neural networking have already been developed. Low level neural networks are
already being used in numerous applications. Current neural networks are simple with the
more advanced networks being hampered by the processing speed. As processing speed
increases, neural networks can become more complex. As we approach "real-time" computing
the use of neural networks will increase, and the case of AlPS will become extremely
beneficial.

Research will be needed into each application where AU'S could employ a neural network.
The actual neural network process is quite similar from application to application, but varies !,y
input, output, and the content of information the comput.cr "learns". These parameters will
need to be determined by ERDEC.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH:

ERDEC needs to monitor advancements in system control components and sensors by
periodically reviewing science and technology related journals. System input and output
parameters need to be established for a neural network to be designed. ERDEC should also
monitor developments in neural network computing technology.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DEVELOPMENT:

Personnel knowledgeable in the area of advanced computing and neural networks.
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